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ABSTRACT

Naturally ventilated buildings have a key role to play mitigating climate change. The predicted indoor temperatures in spaces with simple single-sided natural ventilation (SNV) are compared with those in spaces conditioned using a form of edge in, edge out advanced natural ventilation (ANV) for various UK locations. A criterion, for use in conjunction with the BSEN15251 adaptive thermal comfort method, is proposed for determining when the risk of overheating, both now and in the future, might be deemed unacceptable. The work is presented in the context building new, and refurbishing existing, healthcare buildings and in particular hospital wards. The spaces conditioned using the ANV strategy were much more resilient to increases in both internal heat gains and climatic warming than spaces with SNV. The ANV strategy used less energy, and emitted less CO\textsubscript{2} than conventional, mechanically ventilated (MV) alternatives. In a warming world, the ‘life-expectancy’ of passively cooled buildings can be substantially influenced by the internal heat gains. Therefore, resilience to climate change, susceptibility to internal heat gains and the impact of future heat waves should be an integral part of any new building or building refurbishment design process.

1. Background

1.1. Mitigating climate change

It is now recognised that climate change, caused by carbon (CO\textsubscript{2}) emissions that result from the burning of fossil fuels, poses the single greatest threat to humanity in the 21st century. The UK, in keeping with other developed countries has set ambitious CO\textsubscript{2} reduction targets. The 2003 energy white paper [1] set a long term target of a 60% carbon emission reduction by 2050 and more recently, the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, announced that the target would be increased to 80% in the forthcoming Climate Change Bill [2]. This bill will establish ‘a long term legally binding framework to tackle the dangers of climate change’. However, whilst the UK looks set to meet its Kyoto target of cutting greenhouse gas emissions to 12.5% below the 1990 level by 2008–2012, the self-imposed target of cutting CO\textsubscript{2} levels to 20% of the 1990 level by 2010 (see e.g. [3]) is unlikely to be achieved [4]. Notwithstanding, the government endorses the EU target of cutting carbon dioxide emissions by 20% from 1990 levels by the year 2020 [5].

In the UK, in 2001, buildings and the activities in them were responsible for around 50% of the nation’s CO\textsubscript{2} emissions; they account for a similar proportion of national emissions in other developed countries. Buildings are therefore the focus of numerous initiatives aimed at reducing their CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. In the UK all new homes are to be zero-carbon by 2016 [6] and a report from the UK Green Building Council [7] proposes that all new non-domestic buildings should be zero-carbon before 2020. Policies to achieve such
ambitions are gradually being put in place, for example, statutory instruments such as the building regulations [8], and the energy labelling of buildings, and planning guidance, such as the Planning Policy Statement: Planning and Climate Change [9], that requires all local authorities to adopt a Merton rule whereby a proportion of the energy use in new and refurbished buildings must be met by renewable sources. Making deep cuts in the CO₂ emissions of existing buildings are however even more challenging. Although it is plausible to imagine achieving emission cuts of 40% or so in UK’s 24 million or so houses through efficiency measures [10,11], making similar reductions from the 1.7 m or so non-domestic premises seems very onerous; and cuts in emissions form the entire building stock of the order of 80% are very unlikely to materialise without massive improvements in energy efficiency and the decarbonisation of the electricity supply [12,13].

The NHS currently occupies and manages around 14,040 premises (about 1% of UK’s non-domestic premises) it is “... Europe’s largest employer with 1.3 million people; 5 per cent of the United Kingdom workforce and is often the largest single employer in each of the regions of England. Given its size, the NHS in England is responsible for nearly 3 per cent of UK carbon dioxide emissions and 30 per cent of public sector emissions” [9]. In response to the 2000 Climate Change Programme [14], the NHS has, since 2001, worked to stringent energy use reduction targets. These require energy efficiency savings of 15% or 0.15 MtC (million tonnes carbon) from March 2000 to March 2010 [15]. Around 44% of the energy used in a typical UK hospital is for air and space heating [15] so superficial considerations would suggest that climatic warming may lead to reduced consumption through reduced winter heating requirements. However, statistics on NHS energy performance in England between 1999 and 2005 [16] indicate that whilst energy is being used more efficiently within the NHS over this period, consumption has increased by 7% to 44.8 million GJ: total carbon and CO₂ emissions attributed to NHS Trusts in England increased by 11%. This recent evidence suggests that NHS organisations in “both England and Wales are struggling to meet their energy-reduction targets and the 15 per cent emissions-reduction target is unlikely to be met” [17].

On top of the energy efficiency savings, NHS Trusts are expected to achieve targets of 35–55 GJ/100 m³ for new build and 55–65 GJ/100 m³ for the refurbishment of existing facilities [18]. However, the NHS Retained Estate data [19] shows that energy use of the majority of NHS Trusts in England was in the range of 44.8–98.0GJ/100m³ for 2004/2005 peaking at 125 GJ/100 m³; well above the target for refurbishments. Against this background it is proposed that, by 2009, all NHS organisations should have a board-approved carbon management strategy [18]. The ambitious carbon reduction challenge set by this proposed strategy would require “all our new buildings to be low carbon by 2015 and meet our ambition of zero-carbon by 2018” [20].

1.2. Adaptation to climate change

Whilst mitigation of climate change drives many national and NHS initiatives, some climate change up to 2040 is inevitable and beyond this the predicted temperature rise depends on the form that future global social and economic development takes, the use that is made of low-carbon sources of energy, etc. Assuming that economic development and population growth continues on broadly the same path as a present, which corresponds to the IPCC-SRES A2 story line and the UKCIP02 medium–high emissions scenario, called National Enterprise, then the daily average temperature rise in the London region will be about 4.8 K and in the region of 4 K in Manchester and 3.4 K in Edinburgh [21]. Associated with the generally elevated temperatures will be more frequent and more intense heat waves,
particularly in England and Wales. Based on UKCIP02 predictions [22] ‘extremely warm’ (90th percentile) days are expected to be between 4 K and 7 K warmer in the south-west of England by the 2080s and such conditions can have serious consequences for comfort and health. For example Hajat et al. [23] found an increase in deaths in London for average daily temperatures above 19°C, and Johnson et al. [24], who studied the link between the 2003 heat wave and hospital admissions and mortality in England, found a 17% increase in mortality rates in England and a 42% increase in London. The effects are greatest in vulnerable groups, including the very young but particularly the elderly, who are physiologically less able to regulate their body temperatures and/or able to take adaptive action. However, all are affected by high night-time temperatures that can reduce the quality of sleep. As people live longer, and ambient temperatures rise, the numbers at risk will also increase.

Adapting to climate change in the UK could easily exacerbate, rather than mitigate, its causes. Whereas in the vast bulk of the country most public buildings can be kept comfortable using natural ventilation, in the London area, and more widely as climate change advances, simple natural ventilation will not provide acceptable internal conditions [21]. The consequence could so easily be the much wider uptake of air-conditioning or mechanical ventilation; and buildings with these systems invariably consume more energy than those with natural ventilation [25].

1.3. Hospital wards

Hospitals must be particularly resilient to climate change: firstly, because they must provide a safe and comfortable working environment for staff, whose performance can have life or death consequences for patients; secondly because they must support patients who may be particularly sensitive to high temperatures: those with weak or impaired thermoregulatory systems (older people; those on multiple medications; on psychiatric medication affecting thermoregulation and sweating; with chronic or severe illness) and those who are unable to take logical adaptive action to ameliorate the effect of high temperatures (the very young, the bed-bound, patients with mental illness); andthirdly because they are at the centre of the National strategy to protect citizens in the event of a heat wave: by providing warnings, advice and, crucially, a ‘safe haven’ [26]. The potential inability of new hospitals even in today’s climate to fulfil this triple role was illustrated by the overheating of wards in the newly built Evalina Children’s Hospital in Lambeth, London [27]: external temperatures regularly reached 32°C through a series of days in July 2006, the warmest external UK temperatures on record, threatening the welfare of vulnerable children. The Evalina is, in part, mechanically ventilated and cooled, but much of the NHS Retained Estate is not air-conditioned and climate mitigation considerations would suggest that wide-scale installation of air-conditioning should be avoided.

The NHS Heatwave Plan for England implicitly recognises that not all care spaces in existing hospitals are resilient to elevated temperatures and so recommends establishing cool rooms to which vulnerable individuals can be moved. However, such a strategy problematically intertwines care programmes, disrupts the proper functioning of the hospital, presents infection control problems, and places onerous requirements on cool room design. Further, in a hospital context, other factors associated with elevated temperatures might need to be considered, such as the effects on pathogen species and their virulence. It is proposed that the forthcoming Climate Change Bill [2] will require the NHS, like other public authorities, to assess and address their particular needs for adaptation to climate change.
Wards are particularly worthy of study because they occupy a substantial fraction of the floor area of hospitals and thus there is great potential for replication of a low-energy and resilient design solution. Ward spaces are intensively used in UK hospitals (empty beds are specifically avoided), they must protect patients from hospital acquired infections (either airborne through contact) and the quality of the internal environment might perhaps have an impact on the comfort, recovery and well-being of patients [28]. Nursing staff will spend much of their working life in wards and they are areas visited by the public (friends and relatives of patients). The problem of controlling temperatures in wards may be exacerbated by the increasing use of electrical equipment that adds to the heat gains in spaces; and in this context, the increasing use of such equipment as a key component of patient care programmes is particularly relevant.

Wards are a particular topic of current interest because there is a move away from open wards towards single bed spaces. This offers the prospect of improved privacy, reduced ambient noise and better cross-infection control. Cellular spaces may also enable patients to exercise personal control over lighting and ventilation. Wards thus represent a significant design challenge.

Wards are specifically identified as spaces that may be naturally ventilated in HTM03-01 [29] which is concerned with ‘specialist ventilation for healthcare premises’. This memorandum states that ‘natural ventilation is always the preferred solution for a space, provided that the quantity and quality of air required, and the consistency of control to suit the requirements of the space, are achievable’. The challenge for health care building design professionals is to provide this preferred natural ventilation solution in new hospital buildings and to retain natural ventilation, which is used to ventilate the majority of existing wards, when hospitals are refurbished. Retention of natural ventilation will contribute to the nation’s, and the NHS’s, drive to mitigate climate change; but the precise natural ventilation design strategy adopted must ensure that new buildings are resilient to the anticipated changes in climate and that the resilience of existing buildings to climate change is improved.

The research reported here addresses this challenge through a modelling study that evaluates the likely current and future day and night-time temperatures in hospital wards in different parts of the country. Alternative ventilation strategies, passive temperature control techniques, and internal heat gain scenarios are considered. The likely adaptation of individuals to future temperatures is accounted for and an overheating risk criterion compatible with adaptive thermal comfort assessment is proposed. The current and future energy demands and CO₂ emissions of various passive and active environmental control strategies are also studied. The results and conclusions have implications beyond the confines of this particular, health care oriented, study and these are discussed.

Particular consideration is given to advanced natural ventilation (ANV) which has been shown by both field monitoring [30,31] and modelling studies [21] to offer greater resilience to climate change than simple natural ventilation; at least for some types of non-domestic building. The work thus contributes to our better understanding of ANV buildings, particularly as a refurbishment strategy.

2. Advanced natural ventilation and refurbishing hospital wards

Simple natural ventilation involves opening windows or other apertures between a space and the outdoors and many buildings, including hospital wards, are ventilated in this way. The strategy use apertures on one side of a space, single-sided natural ventilation (SNV), or on two (or more), usually opposing, sides of a space, cross-flow ventilation (Table
These strategies are well understood by building occupants, they are low cost, and many types of window with different opening formats are available. Although SNV is only effective up to a depth of about 2.5 times ceiling height [32], this can be sufficient for single bed hospital wards. The strategy does however, have some practical limitations: the potential ingress of noise and pollution, which can preclude SNV on urban sites, and, in a hospital context, the restriction of ventilation rates because the size of window openings must be limited for safety reasons [29]. Further, whilst SNV enables occupant control, which is, quite rightly, portrayed as a benefit in most circumstances, such control is not so much enabled as demanded: and in the context of hospital wards, where occupants and nurses cannot, for a many reasons, be relied on to logically operate windows, this is an important distinction. This requirement means that SNV strategies cannot capitalise reliably and optimally on the passive cooling potential of exposed internal thermal mass and night ventilation. From a designers' perspective, therefore, it is difficult to predict the likely performance of SNV designs and this undermines confidence in decisions about whether or not such buildings are likely to overheat or, stated more specifically, whether a summertime overheating risk criterion will, or will not, be met. This uncertainty is exacerbated when performance under future climatic regimes is being assessed because ventilation rates depend on local wind speed and direction and these are poorly predicted by climate modelling software. Whilst considering the future, we may also note that SNV provide no obvious ‘up-grade path’ by which fan assisted ventilation or ventilation pre-cooling can be incorporated, either to combat the known, near term, increases in ambient temperatures, or future, greater but less well defined, increases in temperature and heat- wave intensity.

Advanced natural ventilation strategies, of which four broad types have been identified ([33] and Fig. 1), have the capability to overcome some of these limitations (Table 1). Such strategies combine careful fabric design to reduce undesirable heat loss and summertime solar gain, and controlled day and night-time ventilation in combination with exposed internal thermal mass, to provide comfortable interiors. They utilise stacks to exhaust air from the building and so the ventilation rates are dependent almost entirely on natural buoyancy forces generated by the inside-to-outside air temperature differences. This makes the flow rates more reliable and controllable and the impact of interior air temperatures easier to predict.

The air-flow control is provided by a building management system (BMS) linked to louvers located at air inlets and outlets linked and to temperature and air quality (usually CO₂ sensors) in the spaces. Because the air-flow can be carefully controlled at all times, the benefits of passive cooling can be more effectively harnessed. The reliability of the strategy can be further improved by including an intermittently operating fan in exhaust stacks. Thus, minimum air-flow rates can be assured and reverse flow, which could occur when the internal temperatures are below those outside the buildings, can be prevented. As mechanical systems, with their associated fans pumps and dampers, etc., are not necessary to distribute the air, energy consumption is generally lower than in similar mechanically conditioned spaces (e.g. [31]), maintenance costs could be lower, and resilience to equipment failures could be enhanced.

Post-occupancy monitoring of a deep-plan building that uses a combination of the C-C and C-E strategy has shown that ANV is capable of producing comfortable internal temperatures below 26.5°C even when external temperatures exceed 35°C [31] and therefore that the building would be very likely to remain thermally comfortable in summer, in most of

---

1. This should also be a concern of clients, but sadly most are much less concerned about energy and environmental performance in use than restrictive budgets and construction timescales

2. Wind driven flows are often deliberately stifled to prevent reverse flows, drafts and difficult-to-control flow regimes.
the UK, well into the 21st century [30]. There is however uncertainty about future temperatures, the temperature elevations that do, and will, occur in city centre locations, and the future uses to which buildings will be put—and thus the internal heat gains. But one of the big advantages of ANV strategies is that they enable the integration of either passive or active cooling systems. The School of Slavonic and East European Studies (SSEES) in central London (C-E) uses passive downdraught cooling to temper supply air in summer [34], the Braunstone health and social care centre in Leicester utilises an under floor earth-contact labyrinth to pre-cool ventilation air [35], and the Judson building, near Chicago in the USA (C-E and E-E) [36,37] and the Science and Technology Museum in Hangzhou, China (E-C) [38] integrate full mechanical cooling. In principle, the large, accessible, and clearly defined air-flow paths make the integration of such cooling systems, as a future retrofit measure, relatively straightforward.

The centre-in strategies (C-E, C-C) use a central lightwell (or similar ‘object’) fed by a plenum (or from above) to get air into the middle of a building. They enable the facade of the building to be completely sealed so concerns about security and the ingress of urban noise and pollution can be overcome. In fact, the facade must be sealed if the desired air-flow regimes are to be set up and in the context of hospital wards this may be a concern - operable windows do provide useful line of defence against occasional and unanticipated events (spillage of toxic or noxious substances, small fires, etc.). For refurbishment application, the centre-in strategies are reliant on their already being a central air-supply object, or it being relatively easy to create one, and on having an unbroken and contained air-flow path linking the central supply to the perimeter (C-E) or central (C-C) exhaust. This may be achievable in non-clinical areas, in outpatient areas, and in areas with relatively open floor plans, such as multi-bed wards. However, hospitals tend to be composed of numerous cellular spaces that are arranged to produce the adjacencies required for each care ‘process’ and the trend is away from open wards and towards single bed wards; a refurbishment strategy that works against this structure is unlikely to find favour. Thus opportunities for centre-in strategies in hospitals are likely to be limited.

The edge-in strategies (E-E, E-C) avoid the need to have large air-supply objects penetrating the floor plates by delivering air directly to perimeter spaces where hospital wards are invariably located. The strategy thus enjoys the advantages of SNV and the air-flows are more predictable and controllable, but some disadvantages remain: urban noise and pollution ingress, the need for occupant control of windows, possible drafts, and no prospect of pre-cooling supply air. The centre-out approach (E-C), where a stack is located at the in board side of each perimeter room, requires the stacks to penetrate through the floor plates. Whilst, compared to central air-supply objects, the stacks are relatively small in cross-sectional area, they are rather numerous and they may be impractical, expensive and disruptive to introduce in a refurbishment context.

The edge-out approach (E-E) overcomes these problems but still suffers the disadvantages of SNV and in the standard design (as shown in Fig. 1) flow across the building is required. All these disadvantages can be overcome, however, by providing vertical shafts on the edge of the building through which the fresh air is supplied to BMS-controlled air inlets and by locating the exhaust stack on the same perimeter as the supply shaft. This rather elegant solution can be effected without invading a building’s floor plate purely by applying a new external facade. This evolved solution (Table 1), which was first used for perimeter offices in the new Judson building [36,37], enables the windows, that lie

3 Of course, flow of air from a central space through another space to either a perimeter (edge-out) or central (centre-out) stack is probably unacceptable in clinical areas on infection control grounds.
between the shafts and stacks, to be opened without disrupting the ventilation strategy but it
does not require that they are operated. In a hospital context the possibility of either enabling
window operation or of sealing windows, in response to the current patient’s needs, could be
very useful. The shafts and stacks add insulation to the facade, support shading devices (that
can be tailored to protect windows with different orientations), provide pathways for routing
new electrical (and other) services and can improve the external appearance of the building.
In a new-build context, the shafts could supply air that has been tempered, either actively or
passively, for example via a labyrinth. Up-grades, to combat future climatic conditions or
changes of space use, such as mechanically cooling the supply air, can be introduced
relatively easily without disrupting the operation of the parent building.

This evolved edge-in, edge-out strategy was the focus of attention in this research. It
was explored both as a refurbishment measure and for use in new buildings. The specific
arrangement investigated here was proposed by architects Short and Associates as a way of
ventilating a new three storey hospital with perimeter ward rooms that were 7.2 m deep, 3.6
m wide and 3.6 m high (Fig. 2). It can be seen that the external shafts and stacks occupy a
large percentage of the building’s facade, a percentage which increases with the building’s
height, the depth of perimeter rooms and the required size (free area) of the ventilation
components. These geometrical relationships are explored more fully in Appendix A, which
shows that for rooms that are twice as deep as they are wide (like those explored here), the
strategy might not be possible for buildings that exceed 3 or 4 stories. The stacks, as shown in
Fig. 2, are internally partitioned to reduce the risk of air flowing from one room to another,
but they coalesce in a single wind-protected outlet, which can contain a fan if necessary. A
shaded recess is created around the 1.4 m wide by 1.6 m high windows so introducing a
horizontal shading device, for example over the south-facing windows, is relatively straight
forward.

The analysis in this paper focuses on a south-facing third floor room, as it is likely to be
the most difficult to keep cool with natural ventilation alone: it has probably the highest solar
gains, the shortest exhaust stack and the longest supply shaft. For comparison purposes, the
internal temperatures, and in particular the risk of overheating, is compared with the
corresponding characteristics of ‘conventional’ rooms ventilated by operable windows
(SNV). The energy use of the ANV design is compared with that of ‘conventional’ spaces
which are mechanically ventilated. Firstly, however, it was necessary to determine which of
the available guidelines, standards and criteria related to ventilation and overheating risk are
most appropriate for hospital wards and to studying the affects of climate change.

3. Thermal comfort and ventilation guidelines and criteria

Determining the criteria to be used for quantifying the risk of day and night-time
overheating in new or refurbished hospital wards proved more complicated than expected. It
is useful therefore to spend a little time on the topic so that others might benefit from the
study.

In the UK, guidelines are provided in the DoH’s own documents, and in particular
HTM03-01 [29], in the recommendations contained in the CIBSE design guides, in particular
CIBSE Guide A [39], and, most importantly in British Standards, which increasingly defer to
the relevant European Standard/Norm, and here BSEN15251 [40] is most relevant.

---

4 The option of introducing air into the shafts from a basement tunnel below the building in order to pre-cool the
air was studied, but this work is not reported in this paper.
Memorandum HTM03-01, 2007, which is concerned with ‘specialist ventilation for healthcare premises’, offers some data by which to determining whether the internal temperatures and ventilation rates are acceptable or not. For general wards, the range of internal temperature ‘over which the temperature may float’ is quoted as 18°C, which is rather cool, for sedentary persons even for those wearing a full office suit, to 28°C in Appendix 2 of (HTM03-01): the relevant temperature being (HTM03-01, par 3.5) dry-resultant. The standard suggests minimum fresh air ventilation rates of 10 l/s per person but Appendix 2 in HTM03-01 gives desired air change rates and here a value of 6ach is given: for a typically sized ward room this exceeds the minimum fresh air rate by a factor of about 10. When and why this ventilation rate should be achieved, and the basis for the precise choice of 6 ach is not given, however, one might presume that it is intended for use when wards are mechanically ventilated.

Regarding summertime temperatures, HTM03-01 states that ‘Calculations and thermal modelling should be undertaken to see whether, during the summertime, internal temperatures in patient areas will exceed 28°C dry bulb temperature for more than 50 hours per year’. Three points are worth making. Firstly, the criterion relates to all hours during the (undefined) summertime, although there is evidence that at night-time temperatures lower than 28°C will still cause discomfort: HTM03-01 is silent on the matter of night-time temperatures. Secondly, the weather data to be associated with the modelling is not specified, the memorandum merely states that ‘the most accurate data available for the summer and winter conditions at the site should be used’! And thirdly, the criterion uses dry bulb temperature, rather than operative (or dry-resultant) temperature, which more closely approximates the perception of comfort: the reason for this is not explained, and the choice seems odd, especially as elsewhere HTM03-01 quotes dry-resultant temperatures. Since, in thermally heavy weight night-ventilated buildings, operative (or dry-resultant) temperature is often below dry bulb temperature, the criterion is more stringent than it initially appears. The memorandum, does hint at more sophisticated approaches to determining acceptable temperatures noting that ‘the relationship between preferred indoor temperatures and mean outside temperature is discussed in CIBSE Guide A’. This presumably refers to the adaptive approach to thermal comfort. The memorandum does not explain how and when designers should/could make use of this information: but it does open up the possibility of considering the adaptive approach to assessing naturally ventilated hospital spaces.

Overall then, the HTM03-01 is rather unconvincing and incomplete in its discussion and recommendations with regard to the internal conditions to be achieved in naturally ventilated health care spaces, so it is necessary to look to other guides and standards, most obviously the ‘industry standard’ the CIBSE Guide A [39], and the new British Standard BSEN15251 [40], which provides a more sophisticated method for identifying the risk of overheating in summer that is based on adaptive comfort consideration.

The CIBSE Guide A ‘is the premier reference source for designers of low-energy sustainable buildings’. It recommends an air-supply rate of 10 l/s per persons, which is in line with the HTM03-01 recommended minimum and this is also the minimum rate required by

---

3 HTM03-01 includes the following two sentences related to this matter: ‘It can be generally assumed that for a naturally ventilated building, the internal temperature [type undefined] will be approximately 3 K above the external shade temperature. For a building with simple mechanical ventilation, the internal temperature [again of undefined type] can never be less than the external shade temperature and will inevitably be higher’. The first sentence is debatable especially if the internal temperature is dry-resultant or operative, it is certainly not true for a well-designed thermally heavy weight building. The second sentence is simply untrue. The combined effect of such statements is to push designers of healthcare facilities away from natural ventilation and towards potentially more energy intensive mechanical solutions, which is unfortunate. The provenance of neither of the sentences is given.
the 2006 UK Building Regulations [8]. This rate corresponds to an indoor air quality classification between medium and moderate, using the BS EN 13779 [41] classification [42]. In spaces occupied by sedentary individuals, such as patients in wards, a supply of 10 l/s per person will result in a steady state elevation of CO₂ levels above ambient of about 600 ppm, which equates to a value of about 1000 ppm. In ANV buildings the CO₂ level can therefore be used to provide the feedback to a BMS to control the opening and closing of air inlet and outlet louvers, etc.

Turning to space temperatures, for air-conditioned wards the CIBSE Guide A (in its Table 1.5) gives target operative temperatures of 22–24°C in winter (note that the lower end is much higher than the HTM03-01 value of 18°C) and 23–25°C in summer. For free-running, i.e. NV buildings, the Guide notes that “during warm summer weather 25°C is an acceptable indoor temperature”, this accords with the temperature at which 90% of healthy sedentary adults wearing office clothing (e.g. shirt and tie but no jacket) will be comfortable according to the standard Fanger model of thermal comfort (see e.g. CIBSE Guide A). The Guide goes on to note that “the peak temperature during the day should not be more than 3 K above the design temperature, giving a benchmark maximum of 28°C”. Using a Fanger model this is the upper limit of temperature at which 90% of healthy adults will still be comfortable wearing light summer dress (i.e. light shirt and trousers and no tie).

Based on these observations the Guide then provides a method of assessing overheating risk. For offices, schools and living areas in dwellings the overheating criterion is “1% annual occupied hours over operative temperature of 28°C”. The HTM03-01 criterion (see above) is framed in a rather similar way to this CIBSE criterion but the limit of 50 h dry-bulb is more conservative, and for designers more restrictive, than the CIBSE criterion of 88 h (wards may be permanently occupied 8760 h/year) above 28°C dry-resultant (see comment above).

The CIBSE Guide A is the only one of those studied that defines the weather data to be used when testing spaces against the overheating criterion, and this is the Design Summer Year (DSY) for the location of the building, i.e. the third hottest year in a recent successive string of 20 years. In 2005 the CIBSE first distributed its current hourly data sets for use in simulation modelling [43]; these supersede the 2002 data sets [44] and covered 14 UK sites from Edinburgh and Glasgow (Scotland) and Belfast (Ireland) in the North to Southampton and Plymouth (England) in the South. For each site, in addition to the DSY05, data representing an average year, i.e. a Test Reference Year (TRY05), was also distributed. A list of sites and the number of hours for which various ambient temperatures were exceeded in the DSY05 and the TRY05 are given in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. It is worth noting that in London, the hottest place, there are 63 h in the DSY05 with an ambient temperature over 28°C so unless the air temperature in a ward is kept below ambient, the space cannot satisfy the HTM03-01 temperature criterion (maximum 50 h).

---

6 The DSY for any site is determined by arranging a string of 20 successive years of hourly weather data in order of the average daily mean ambient dry bulb temperature recorded during the period from April to September and then choosing the third hottest year.

7 The CIBSE now also distribute future weather data, but this was not available at the time the work presented here was published.

8 A TRY is a year constructed by selecting the January that most closely typifies the average of all 20 Januaryys, chaining that the most typical February, etc., and then smoothing the joins between months.

9 It can be seen that for Manchester, Newcastle, Norwich, Nottingham, and Southampton the number of hours over 25°C is greater in the TRY than in the DSY. This is because DSYs are selected using the average temperature recorded from April to September and not the number of hours over a specified temperature (such as 28°C).
Interestingly, the CIBSE Guide A also comments that acceptable nighttime temperatures may be lower than the daytime temperatures; noting that “thermal comfort and quality of sleep begins to decrease if bedroom temperatures rise much above 2 °C” and stating that “bedroom temperatures at night should not exceed 26°C unless ceiling fans are available” (Guide A section 1.6.4.3). The data available to the CIBSE refer to houses and not to health care facilities, but the NHS Heatwave Plan adopts a similar temperature, advising Trust Managers to ensure that “rooms are consistently below 26°C as this is the temperature at which vulnerable patients find it difficult to cool themselves naturally if sweating is impaired”. Research work on domestic air-conditioning has shown that, if given free choice, householders will set the night-time temperature in bedrooms at 20°C [45]. The CIBSE Guide provides a domestic bedroom overheating criterion - no more than “1% of occupied hours over an operative temperature of 26°C”, which is to be applied in conjunction with the relevant DSY: the applicability of this criterion to patients in hospital wards is unknown. There are also some questions about if, and how, it should be used in the context of hospital wards where the ‘bedroom’ is occupied all day: are there 24 occupied hours or are just the night-time hours of sleep to be considered? And if all 24 h are to be considered as occupied, how does the criterion work alongside the CIBSE 28°C/1% criterion or the 28°C/50 h HTM03-01 criterion—do night-time hours over 28°C ‘count’ against both the day and night criteria? More trenchantly, is the criterion relevant at all to hospital patients that may have impaired thermoregulatory function and be particularly in need of rest as an aid to recovery. And more generally, even for health individuals, one might imagine that if sleep is affected on successive nights it will be more detrimental to general well-being than occasional separated nights or hours of lost sleep, so the juxtaposition of warm night-time hours could be important (and more important perhaps than the juxtaposition of warm daytime hours); and this brings into question the basis on which the design (DSY) weather data is selected. Notwithstanding these questions, it would seem prudent when assessing ward temperatures to consider the occurrence of elevated night-time temperatures using 26°C as a benchmark figure, and this is done in the research reported here.

The thermal comfort criteria described above are intended for assessing buildings under the present climatic conditions. When considering comfort in the future climate, it is important to account for the likely acclimatisation of individuals as they become ‘accustomed’ to a warmer climate. Extensive work beginning in the 1970s in the UK [46] and elsewhere has clearly demonstrates that individuals’ prior thermal experiences have a marked impact on their perception of subsequent conditions. Standards based on the adaptive theory, for use in assessing whether spaces are comfortable or not are in place in the UK [39] and the USA [47] but these are probably not directly applicable to the occupants of health care buildings. Assuming that the populace of the UK will display the same sensitivity to elevated internal temperatures in the future as they do today is incorrect.

The new Standard BSEN15251 [40] provides a method for identifying the risk of overheating in summer in naturally ventilated buildings which is based on adaptive comfort principles and until better criteria for overheating have been developed [48] the Standard’s approach is likely to be adopted in the UK by the CIBSE for assessing overheating. The key to the standard is the establishment of limits for the operative temperature in existing and planned buildings, which depend on the running mean of the outdoor temperature. The method of calculating the running mean temperature, and the relationship of the maximum and minimum operative temperature limits to it, is explained in Appendix B.) Clearly, as ambient temperatures increase the running mean temperature will do so, and thus the

---

10 In fact, the CIBSE Guide A already includes an adaptive method for overheating assessment similar to that described in BSEN15251.
Standard seems appropriate for studying the impact of future climates on the thermal comfort of building occupants.

Further, the Standard proposes that the maximum limit temperature at which individuals can be comfortable depends on the extent to which they able to adapt their environment and how well-functioning their thermoregulatory system is. Thus spaces are divided into four categories, where Category I is ‘High level of expectation and is recommended for spaces occupied by very sensitive and fragile persons with special requirements like, handicapped, sick, very young children and elderly persons’, this Category would seem to be applicable to ward spaces, and Category II is ‘normal level of expectation and should be used for new buildings and renovations’, in health care buildings this might be appropriate to staff rest areas public areas, administrative offices, etc. (Category III is ‘acceptable, moderate level of expectation and should be used for existing buildings’). The upper temperature limit is lowest, and the range of allowable temperatures narrowest, for Category I spaces and both the upper limit and allowable range increase with category number (Fig. 5). Thus, the method is responsive to the characteristics of a space’s occupants—unlike the CIBSE and HTM03-01 criteria noted above, which use a fixed threshold temperature.

Because the temperature limits change with ambient temperature it is more difficult at an early design stage to judge whether NV is likely to be a successful strategy or not. However, for any given locality (and hourly weather data file) the hourly temperature limits only have to be calculated once and can then be applied in all subsequent projects in that locality (i.e. using that weather data). Interestingly, for the London DSY05 data, the Standard produces a peak limit on the operative temperature of 28.1°C, which is rather similar to the CIBSE and HTM03-01 values of 28°C dry-resultant and 28°C dry-bulb respectively (see Appendix B).

The Standard [40] does however include some caveats: (1) that the temperature limits ‘are valid for office buildings and other buildings of similar type .. with mainly sedentary activities .. where there is easy access to operable windows and occupants may freely adapt their clothing to the indoor and/or outdoor thermal conditions”; (2) that ‘the spaces at hand are regulated primarily by the occupants through opening and closing windows”; and (3) that these windows ‘open to outdoors and [which] can be readily opened and adjusted by the occupants of the spaces. There shall be no mechanical cooling in operation in the space’. Taking each of these in turn: whilst some patients in wards will be unable to freely adapt clothing, there is the strongest implication (Category I) that the method is applicable to health care spaces; the proposed ANV design does give occupants access to operable windows by which temperatures can be, rather than are, regulated in operation; and the intention of this work is, of course to avoid mechanical cooling, and where it is essential, some other temperature criterion can be used.

Before the BSEN15251 standard can be used for studying the thermal comfort affects of future climate, there are three problems to overcome: firstly the preferred method of quantifying the frequency of occurrence of temperatures outside the limits needs to be resolved (the Standard suggest that either the total number of hours; the percentage of time; or the number of degree-hours outside the limits is counted); secondly, a criterion for judging if the values so calculated represent an acceptable overheating risk or not, is not provided.

---

11 Bold font by current authors.
12 It is not clear why the provision of fresh air through controlled inlets should preclude the use of the Standard, the restriction is probably precautionary given the lack of experience of such spaces. In any case, in the ANV designs proposed here operable windows supplement the controlled inlets.
and so this must be created; and thirdly, the weather data to be used in conjunction with the adaptive method is not stated—but since the temperature limits change with the ambient temperature the choice of weather data might be less critical than when fixed criteria (e.g. CIBSE and HTM03-01) are used. These matters are the subject of this paper.

Finally, it is worth noting that the Standard cannot be used for assessing night-time thermal comfort—the Standard was based primarily on studies of NV offices, adaptive opportunity is much restricted at night, and the operation of windows disrupts sleep. A way of assessing night-time thermal comfort in future climates needs to be produced if heatwave planning in the UK is to be put on a sure footing.

4. Modelling the ward rooms

Thermal simulations were undertaken using the IES simulation system, virtual environment version 5.8 [49] in five phases: firstly, using the current London DSY, studies were conducted to refine the control of the heating and ventilation systems in the ward with ANV (Fig. 2) and to understand the hour-by-hour internal conditions (internal temperatures, CO\textsubscript{2} levels, ventilation rates, heating energy demands; and relative humidity\textsuperscript{13}); secondly, the frequency of occurrence of elevated temperatures was compare the performance of thirdly, the sensitivity of the internal summertime temperatures to the internal gains and geographical location was explored; fourthly, a criterion for assessing future comfort levels was developed and the resilience of the wards to future weather conditions assessed; and finally, the current and future energy and CO\textsubscript{2} implications of alternative designs were the considered.

The basic design consisted of a single space (Fig. 6) that was 7.2 m deep, 3.6m wide and 3.6 m high giving a floor area of 25.92 m\textsuperscript{2} and a volume of 93.3 m\textsuperscript{3}. The space contained a bathroom area, but this was not modelled, and thus it was implicitly assumed that the ventilation of this space was balanced and had little impact on the air-flow in the ward as a whole. The room was assumed to be entirely surrounded by other similar spaces on five sides (zero-net heat flux through walls, floor and ceiling) with the sixth side facing due south and having a single window measuring 1.4 m by 1.6 m giving an area of 2.24 m\textsuperscript{2} or 9% of the floor area. In all the ANV simulations conducted here the window was assumed to be closed, though, as noted above it could be operable without compromising the basic ventilation strategy.

The floor and ceiling of the room were of 200mm dense cast concrete with a screed and plastic tile covering and the side and rear walls were of plastered medium weight block. On the exposed wall the block was externally insulated to give a U-value of 0.3 W/m\textsuperscript{2}K and the window was of double low-emissivity glass giving a U-value of 1.98 W/m\textsuperscript{2}K; both values being chosen to meet the prevailing UK building regulations [8]. The shafts and stacks were well insulted (300 mm of insulation was arbitrarily chosen) to prevent solar gain warming the supply air and heat loss in winter cooling the exhaust air - both of which could impair the performance of the ANV design.

The window was located between the perimeter stacks and shafts. These effectively shade the window from direct solar gain when the sun was in the east and west, i.e. total solar exclusion before 8 a.m. and after 5 p.m. (GMT), but expose the south-facing window to 60% or more of the direct radiation between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. and to the full sun between 12 noon and 1 p.m. For the ANV design therefore a shading device, which extended 1 m out

\textsuperscript{13} As in some discussions with the present authors it had been suggested that very low relative humidity could lead to a build-up of static charge which would attract and retain particles that might transport pathogens, which would otherwise be ventilated out of the space.
from the window and spanned between the ventilation shafts and stacks was always modelled (see Fig. 6). Simulations with the London DSY showed that the 1 m overhang reduced the number of hours for which the predicted internal dry-resultant temperature in the ward exceeded 26°C by about 20%. Whilst this was not critical when considering the HTM03-01 overheating criterion (see below) it could be so under future climatic conditions and in spaces with high internal gains.

The rooms modelled were assumed to be on the third floor of a building, which would actually be the top floor of the hospital design proposal (Fig. 2). A higher level room was chosen as it poses a greater design challenge, the room has less stack height to drive an air-flow than rooms lower in the building and a greater length of stack up which fresh air has have to travel to reach the room. (The supply shaft is shown connected to a supply air labyrinth in Fig. 6, but in all the simulations reported here no labyrinth was in fact modelled.) The shaft delivers air into the room at low level and the stack exhaust air at high level: the vertical distance from the ground to the inlet being 9.7m and from the outlet to the stack termination 3.1 m. In the simulations concerned with peak temperature analysis (Phases 1–4), no control was exercised over the inlets and outlets, i.e. The operation of louvers was not modelled, however, in Phase 5, where energy demands and CO₂ emission were studied; a louver control strategy was implemented. Provision was made to include a fan in the exhaust stack to assist air-flow if necessary. In all the ANV simulations undertaken it was assumed that winds neither assisted nor hindered ventilation.

In the basic ANV design, the maximum free opening area from the supply shaft into the room, and from the room outlet into the exhaust stack, was equivalent to 1% of the floor area (i.e. 0.26m²). The openings at all other points along the flow path were the same (the shafts and stacks being 0.26m² in cross-sectional area) so as not to significantly restrict the air-flow. In simulations with different ventilation openings (Phases 2–4), the inlets, outlet, shafts and stacks always had matched free areas.

There is little information available on the likely internal heat gains in hospital wards, so for the base-case simulations pragmatic values were chosen. It was assumed that a patient generating 80 W was present 24 h/day, that during the day, from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m., lighting and small power items produced 15 W/m², staff visits generated 100 W for 5 min each hour and visitors 200 W between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. and between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. These give average internal gains of 21 W/m² during the day and 4W/m² at night (9 p.m. to 7 a.m.). The resilience of ANV designs to increased internal heat gains was an important aspect of Phases 3 and 4 of this work.

The ward was assumed to be heated from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. to the CIBSE and HTM03-01 defined value of 22°C with a night-time set-back chosen as 20°C, as suggested by the work of [45]. The use of a night set-back seems, to the present authors at least, to be wise given that temperatures just 2 K above the heating set point (i.e. 24°C) may impair sleep (see above). The impact of alternative night-time heating set points on the incidence of overheating was however investigated.

5. Phase 1: predicted environmental conditions in the ward

Simulations to explore the hourly performance of the ANV design during the summer period were conducted using the London DSY produced by the CIBSE in 2005 (LonDSY05). Aspects investigated included the inclusion and control of a fan in the exhaust stack and alternative night-time temperature set-backs.
Initial simulations showed that the basic ANV proposition worked well, however when the internal temperature was close to, or below, the external temperature, the ventilation flow reversed, that is the air descended the shaft and entered via the stack. This occurred on most days during the summer and as a result, at times when the flow was about to reverse, the ventilation rates were low and the internal CO₂ levels high (but values over 1000 ppm were extremely rare). Flow reversal may seem, from a ventilation cooling perspective, not be too serious, but from an infection control perspective it is undesirable. Pathogens from a room that is ventilating correctly could be carried up its exhaust stack into the common stack termination and then, from there, flow back down the stack of the room that is experiencing reverse flow. Alternatively, if a number of shafts connect to a common ‘space’, such as a labyrinth, the air from the ward room experiencing reverse flow could be transported down to this space and then up into the other rooms that are ventilating normally.

To prevent reverse flow a stack fan was modelled which switched on to produce a flow of 30 l/s whenever the ward room’s CO₂ levels reached 950 ppm or its internal air-temperature was less than 3 K above ambient. A value of 30 l/s was chosen so that the supply rate would be adequate for the patient and two ‘visitors’, other values could easily be adopted but higher values incur an energy penalty. The temperature offset was chosen by trial and error and a smaller value would be possible for rooms on lower floors. In the simulations undertaken, the 3 K temperature criterion, rather than the CO₂ criterion, always triggered the operation of the fan. Because fan operation is initiated when internal buoyancy-driven flows are sluggish, but the ambient temperature is still below the ward temperature (up to 3 K lower), the fan also helped to reduce the peak internal temperatures predicted in the ward. In all the ANV simulations conducted in this work a fan with the control proposed here was modelled.

Preliminary simulations, using LonDSY05, were also undertaken to study the effect of the night-time heating set point temperature on the incidence of elevated temperatures. Values of 18°C, the lower value quoted in HTM03-01, 20°C the preferred temperature suggested by the study of He et al. [45], and 22°C the same as the daytime set point, were used as well as having no heating at all (equivalent to a very low night-time set point). It was found that, with any of the chosen set points, there was no impact on the occurrence of temperatures over 28°C, however there were about 20% fewer hours over 25°C with a set point of 18°C than 22°C: with no heating at all the hours over 25°C did not decrease any further. Thus, it would seem that any passive night cooling effects that the ANV strategy offers is not unduly compromised by night-time heating, at least for the external and internal conditions studied here. In all simulations reported here the set point was kept at 20°C during the night.

One concern with an edge-in edge-out strategy that has the inlet and outlet on the same wall is that air will just ‘short circuit’ from the inlet to the outlet leaving the deeper parts of the room poorly ventilated. A brief CFD study was therefore conducted to examine the distribution of fresh air and temperatures in the room. This clearly showed that the fresh air penetrated right into the space whilst the high level outlet exhausted the stratified air at ceiling level: the desired displacement ventilation regimen was thus established.

The hourly values of predicted internal dry-resultant temperatures, relative humidity and CO₂ levels, as well as the passive and active (fan induced) ventilation rates, for the hottest period in the London DSY05, are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the natural buoyancy-driven ventilation rates during this period are up to 150 l/ s (equivalent to about 6.8 ach⁻¹) with the highest flow occurring during the night when the temperature differential between inside and outside is greatest. In the middle of the day, the air-flow is dependent on the performance of the fan, which, as noted above, was set to exhaust at a rate of 30 l/s.
(approximately 1.2 ach\(^{-1}\)). These airflow rates keep the CO\(_2\) levels well below 1000 ppm at all times.

The impact of the night-time ventilation in combination with the exposed thermal mass and external shading, can clearly be seen (Fig. 7), with the internal dry-resultant temperatures frequently being below the ambient temperature, and up to 5 K lower on July 22nd, the hottest day (33.5°C). Although ambient daytime temperatures fall in subsequent days, the interior dry-resultant temperature continues to climb a little, due largely to the heat absorbed into the thermal mass. Thus on July 23rd, 24th and 25th, the interior dry-resultant temperature exceeds 28°C, reaching a maximum of 29.8°C on July 24th. Considering the whole year, there are only 15 h when the internal dry-resultant temperature exceeds 28°C, all of which are visible in Fig. 7; this is well inside the 50 h HTM03-01 criterion.

At night (9 p.m. to 7 a.m.) during this hot period the dry-resultant temperatures exceed 26°C virtually every hour for four successive nights, i.e. from the night of the 22nd through to the night of the 25th with peak values of just over 28°C occurring at 9 p.m. on all these days (Fig. 7). Considering the whole year however, there are though only 21 h when the internal dry-resultant temperature exceeds 26°C during the night, all of which are visible in Fig. 7; this is less than the CIBSE criterion of 1% of occupied hours (36.5 h).

During the hot nights (Fig. 7) the ambient temperature actually dipped well below the internal dry-resultant temperature, being about 9 K cooler at 6 a.m. on the morning of the 25th. This suggests that additional ventilation (i.e. above the 6–7 ach\(^{-1}\) produced by the ANV strategy) could render the space more comfortable. This might be readily effected by opening the window at night; a further reason why operable windows should be retained. The impact of such window operation was not studied in this work.

The simulation results clearly suggest that maintenance of comfortable night-time temperatures in naturally ventilate hospital wards in the London region should be given careful consideration at the design stage; they were therefore considered in the work reported here that used the current UK climate data.

The succession of elevated night-time temperatures in the LonDSY05 weather file raises the question of how representative this is of the frequency and juxtaposition of hot nights that actually do occur in the London (Heathrow) region in typical and ‘hot’ years. Because the DSY is an actual year (1989) selected on the basis of the average temperature between April and September, there is no reason to suppose that the night-time conditions are particularly well represented.\(^{14}\) A more appropriate approach would be to select years using the parameter that a particular design criterion actually uses (e.g. daytime hours over 28°C, or night-time hours over 26°C), which in turn implies the possibility of having different weather data for the different criteria. (But this is merely an extension of the current principle of using TRYs for average (e.g. energy use) predictions and DSYs for overheating analysis.) On conclusion of this work therefore is that more careful consideration needs to be given to the method by which the weather years to be used in simulation, and in association with specific performance criteria, are chosen.

\(^{14}\) In fact, the appropriateness of DSYs for assessing (daytime) overheating risk, selected, as they are, on the basis of a long-term average (six-month) ambient temperature, is also questionable.
6. Phase 2: comparison of temperatures in wards with advanced natural ventilation with those in wards with simple natural ventilation

The results for the basic ANV design suggest that it has the potential to keep the ward thermally comfortable in the SE of England\(^ {15}\) as judged by the HTM03-01 criterion. However, to gauge the significance of the predicted internal temperatures, it is helpful to compare them with those predicted for conventional ward designs that use simple single-sided natural ventilation. Many possible ‘conventional’ designs could be used as comparators. Here a ward that might be designed for a new hospital was used. It had the same internal dimensions and construction as the ANV room but the ceiling was of suspended acoustic tiles. The window was either 2.6m long by 2m high, area 5.2m\(^2\) (i.e. about 20\% of floor area) or 1.3m long by 2m high, area 2.6m\(^2\), which is similar to the window in the ward with ANV. Windows were shaded by an internal blind\(^ {16}\) which was lowered when the incident solar radiation exceeded 300W/m\(^2\). The window faced either south or north and was made of either clear low-emissivity glazing (like the window in the ANV room) or solar heat control glazing with a high (visible) light transmission.\(^ {17}\) Ventilation was via the operable windows which produced openings equal to either 12\% of the window area or twice this, i.e. 24\%. For sash windows these are approximately equal to slot openings at the top and bottom of either 120 mm or 240 mm\(^ {18}\) (opening areas in hospitals being limited on safety grounds). Since the incidence of summertime overheating was being assessed the window was assumed to be open at all times. It was assumed that the SNV space was ‘semi-exposed’, meaning that other buildings are of a lower height, which is consistent with modelling a third floor room.

The performance of the ANV strategy is influenced by the free area of the openings into and out of the space and by whether or not thermal mass is exposed, especially at ceiling level. Opening areas are of interest because their size, and thus the cross-sectional area of the stacks and shafts, has a significant impact on the building’s appearance and cost (see discussion above). Here, the effect of reducing the openings to 0.5\% and 0.25\% of the floor area were studied as well as the benefits of providing larger openings, equal to 1.6\% of the floor area. (Larger areas might for example, provide added resilience to future temperatures and higher internal heat gains.) The exposure of thermal mass is often a matter of debate at design stage because the established norm in many buildings is to fit lightweight suspended ceiling tiles. This is the case in hospitals, as opportunities to introduce acoustically absorbent materials elsewhere are limited, and ambient noise, which disrupts sleep, is a matter of concern in hospitals. The false ceilings also make the routing of services relatively simple and these can change frequently during the lifetime of a hospital.

The simulation results (Table 2) for a ward with simple SNV and (un-shaded) clear low-emissivity glass show that it is not possible to satisfy HTM03-01 overheating criterion irrespective of the size of the window and its orientation: and only in north-facing rooms with windows that produced large ventilation openings (4.8\% of floor area) was it possible to meet the CIBSE night-time temperature criterion. The solar heat control glazing was clearly effective in ameliorating the solar gains, significantly reducing the incidence of overheating in the south-facing rooms (the number of hours over 28\(^\circ\)C was similar in the north- and south-facing rooms with the same window area and in rooms with different window sizes provided the ventilation area was the same). However, except with windows that provided a large ventilation aperture (4.8\% of floor area), the incidence of overheating still exceeded the

\(^ {15}\) Where urban micro-climate effects such as urban heat islands are not present.

\(^ {16}\) Shading coefficient 0.575, short wave fraction 0.5.

\(^ {17}\) Light transmission 0.69, short wave shading coefficient 0.39, U-value 1.1 W/m\(^2\)K

\(^ {18}\) With centre-pivot windows, the 120 mm slot is equal to 86 mm or 67 mm (long and short window respectively) and the 240 mm slot equal to 172 mm or 134 mm (long and short window respectively).
HTM03-01 criterion and the CIBSE night-time temperature criterion. These results clearly have important implications for ward design particularly and for the design of naturally ventilated buildings in the SE of the UK in general.

In contrast, the basic ANV space was predicted to have only 15h over 28°C and 21 night-time hours over 26°C, even with a false ceiling, which doubles the number of hours over 28°C to 31, the ANV design satisfied the HTM03-01 criterion. Opening areas of less than 1%, increased the risk of overheating and a small opening, 0.25% of floor area, significantly increased the incidence of high temperatures both in the day and at night. With the larger opening, 1.6% of the floor area, the occurrence of high temperatures was significantly reduced; there were just 4h over 28°C and 12 night-time hours over 26°C.

Clearly, with today’s climate in the SE of England, the ANV strategy, in conjunction with solar shading and exposed internal thermal mass, reduces the risk of summertime overheating compared to simple SNV strategies rendering the internal temperatures acceptable as judges by the HTM03-01 and CIBSE (night-time) overheating criteria.

7. Phase 3: sensitivity to location and internal heat gains

It is evident from the previous results that ANV has the potential to yield acceptable temperatures in hospital wards even in the SE of England, whereas only SNV spaces that have a large area of opening window and solar heat control glazing can yield acceptable conditions. To understand the wider applicability of the two ventilation strategies the risk of overheating in other UK locations and with additional internal heat gains was studied.

Three other UK locations were examined using the 2005 DSY weather data: Birmingham, Manchester and Edinburgh (BirDSY05, ManDSY05 and EdnDSY05). These span the range of temperatures found in the UK (see Fig. 3).

The internal heat gains in different areas of hospitals are very uncertain. This is partly because the gains depend on the electrical technology that is used in the care programme of each patient, and the technology used will differ markedly from one patient to another and for the same patient over time, but also because the heat output of the different items of equipment used in hospitals is unknown. Further, patients themselves tend to use TVs and other electrical items, and with the move to single bed wards the number of electrical appliances in use may increase. Building environmental control strategies must therefore be robust to the current, and the potential future, internal heat gains. In this study, the internal heat gain was arbitrarily increased by a fixed and constant amount over the basic gains: values of +10W/m² or +20W/m² were used (which yield time-averaged values of 31W/m² day and 14W/m² night, and 41W/m² day and 24W/m² night, respectively).

The study of the SNV designs (see Table 2) showed that the area of ventilation opening was the most important factor determining the internal temperatures. Therefore the SNV designs with the largest opening that might be deemed compatible with safety considerations were studied further (equivalent to a sash window with openings of 240mm at the top and bottom). Of the rooms of this type studied, the one with a large north-facing window performed best and the one with the smaller south-facing window performed worst. Both were therefore modelled, each with either low-emissivity or solar heat controlling double glazing.

Considering the ANV design first, it can be seen that the risk of overheating is acceptably low with the standard heat gains profile, and, in fact, there are zero hours over 28°C in Birmingham, Manchester and Edinburgh (Table 3). Also, at all locations, the
overheating risk is small even with an additional internal heat gain of 10W/m², although in London only if the free area of opening is increased to 1.6% of floor area. Further, in all areas except London, the ANV design is robust to additional gains up to 20W/m², i.e. 41W/m² day and 24W/m² night, although the opening area needs to be greater than 1% of floor area in Birmingham.

Only north-facing rooms with SNV display the same resilience to elevated internal heat gains as ANV spaces. In contrast, the SNV rooms with (unshaded) south-facing glazing, display much lower resilience to additional internal heat gains—even those with solar-control glazing. The occurrence of hours over 28°C rises rapidly with internal heat gains in all the locations studied: even in Edinburgh such spaces begin to exhibit an unacceptable overheating risk at gains of 41 W/m² in the daytime. As noted above, in London, such spaces have an unacceptable overheating risk even with relatively low internal heat gains.

Clearly, unshaded spaces on south-facing facades conditioned using SNV are likely to be a risky proposition in any location in England if internal heat gains could reach around 30 W/m² in the daytime, but in the SE of England at heat gain levels much lower than this. In contrast ANV displays resilience in the face of rising internal heat gains. This is likely to be because the higher gains, which do lead to elevated air temperatures, are countered by the additional ventilation that is induced in the stack ventilated displacement ventilation regimen. On north-facing facades, SNV presents a low risk of overheating in all locations except London, for daytime heat gains up to 31 W/m² and, with only marginal overheating in Birmingham, up to gains of 41 W/m² in more northerly locations. Thus, in these locations, ANV might be considered unnecessary on north-facing elevations.

8. Phase 4: resilience to future elevated temperatures

To assess the risk of overheating in the future, two important steps are required; firstly the establishment of an appropriate criterion by which to decide if a space is comfortable, and secondly the development of credible hourly future weather data.

As discussed above, the BSEN15251 adaptive standard provides the basis for assessing future comfort but it is necessary to establish an overheating risk criterion based on either the number of hours over the daily temperature limit and/or for the cumulative number of degree-hours over this limit. Since the standard only relates to daytime thermal comfort it was not possible to assess future night-time comfort using the method.

To establish a suitable criterion, thermal simulations were undertaken for the ANV space with standard and additional heat gains (+10W/m², +20W/m² or +30W/m²) and for a range of spaces with SNV. All four weather sites (London, Manchester, Birmingham and Edinburgh) were used and for each one both the TRY05 and DSY05 weather data. In total 54 sets of results were obtained.

For each set of results the number of hours in the building for which the internal dry-resultant temperature exceeded 28°C was compared with the total number of hours over the appropriate upper temperature limits, and the cumulative number of degree-hours over this limit. The results, with the data for the 8 cases that produced extreme overheating (100 or more hours over 28°C DRT) excluded for the purposes of clarity only, are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. A second order regression line is placed through all the data points (including those

---

19 As noted above the temperature limits vary daily and are different for each of the eight sets of weather data used.
not shown in the figures), which was, in fact almost linear. It can be seen that 50 h over 28°C corresponds to about 130 h over the BSEN15251 temperature limit, and, rather coincidentally also to around 130°C. h.

The figures (and the raw data not given here) show that there is only one case when the HTM03-01 criterion (50 h over 28°C) is clearly passed but one or other of the proposed criteria are clearly failed and two cases where the HTM03-01 criterion is failed but the 130h and the 130°C h criteria are passed.

For the purposes of this paper therefore one proposed criterion against which the ward’s future performance can be assessed is that:

there must be no more than 130 h for which the internal dry-resultant temperature exceeds the BSEN15251 upper temperature limit for a Cat I space.

An alternative is that:

there must be no more than 130°C.h for which the internal dry-resultant temperature exceeds the BS EN 15251 upper temperature limit for a Cat I space.

The resilience of different ward designs to future temperatures is assessed against both criteria below.

Here no distinction is made between the criterion to be used with a TRY and with a DSY. This is because, with the simulation results available, it was not possible to resolve different criteria or, put another way, on the basis of the data available the derived (130 h/130°C h) criteria seem to be equally applicable for predictions made with TRYS as for predictions made with DSYs. More work is required to explore this further and this is discussed below.

To generate future climate data a morphing algorithm, as described in TM36 [21] and Belcher et al. [50], was used. This is based on firstly taking the projections of the likely average monthly UK temperatures over the next century provided by the UKCIP02 (2002) Climate Change Scenarios [22] and combining them with the TRYs and DSYs produced by the CIBSE in 2002 [44] to produce weather files for 2020, 2050 and 2080.

Clearly, the future climate of the UK depends on the assumptions that are made about future CO₂ levels which in turn depend on global economic growth, population levels, use of renewable energy sources, etc. Here, in keeping with previous work, most notably in TM36 [36], the mean monthly temperatures generated for the UKCIP02 medium–high emissions scenario, which corresponds to the IPCC-SRES A2 storey line, and has the UKCIP socio-economic title—National Enterprise, was used. This scenario yields ambient conditions towards the upper end of all the temperature rises projected by the various scenarios, but not the highest.

The CIBSE [44] weather data covers three UK sites, London, Manchester and Edinburgh, and for each both a TRY and DSY is provided. The narrative here focuses, however, on the results for the London and Manchester TRYs. Firstly because the realism of extreme years, rather than typical years, developed by the morphing method is uncertain, and secondly because the over-heating risk criterion is equally applicable to predictions made using TRYS as it to predictions made using DSYs. It is in London and Manchester that there is a risk of future overheating.

By applying the morphing algorithm for the A2 scenario to the TRY data, hourly weather files were generated for 2020, 2050 and 2080 (e.g. code LonA2TRY20, etc.). The morphing algorithm shifts and stretches the weather data to produce future weather data that
have the mean monthly temperatures projected by the UKCIP02 model and the hourly variations of the native data files (the Manchester or London TRY). It can be seen (Figs. 10 and 11) that the peak temperatures are up to 6K higher in 2080 than 2002 at both locations, with the peak temperature in London reaching 36°C. By 2020 the London TRY has 58 h with temperatures over 28°C, which is similar to the current extreme year (LonDSY05) and by 2080 there are around 285h over 28°C (Figs. 12 and 13). By 2050 the Manchester TRY has about same number of hours over 28°C as London does today.

Simulations were undertaken for the ANV building with various opening areas (0.5%, 1%, and 1.6% of floor area) with the standard heat gains, and for additional gains of either 10W/m², 20W/m² or30W/m², giving daytime/night-time gains of 31/14W/m², 41/24W/m² and 51/34W/m² respectively. The results for the best and worst performing SNV buildings with the larger opening area (as above) were also generated for comparison purposes. The results are given in Table 4 and by linear interpolation from these data, the date at which the time over 28°C would exceed 130h was estimated (Fig. 14).

It has been shown, Table 3, that in London, south-facing SNV spaces have an unacceptable overheating risk even in today’s climate. The results here show that even in a typical year the risk of overheating may be unacceptable by as early as 2010 (low-e glazing) or 2028 (solar-control glazing) (Fig. 14). The north-facing SNV space with low-e glazing was shown to have a high overheating risk in today’s London climate. With solar-control glazing the risk was acceptably low (Table 3) and in a typical year the risk may remain low up until around 2055 (Fig. 14). The combined results (Tables 3 and 4) clearly indicate that it is unwise to adopt SNV as the environmental control strategy in new hospital developments on facades exposed to solar radiation. Even on north-facing facades, and with solar-control glazing, there will be an unacceptable risk of overheating in hot years well before 2050. Existing hospitals that utilise SNV are already likely to be at risk of overheating in hot years and will be at risk even in a typical year within the next 10–20 years.

The risk of overheating in ANV buildings with exposed thermal mass in the ceiling (HW) and standard heat gains is acceptably low in today’s London climate (Table 3). In a typical year the risk remains low up to 2075 and even with a daytime heat gains of 31W/m² the risk is acceptable up to about 2026 (though in extreme years such gains precipitate overheating even in today’s climate, Table 3). With a thermally light weight ceiling the overheating risk is increased and the time period before over-heating exceeds 130h/year is about 15 years less than for the space with an exposed concrete ceiling (Fig. 14). Thermal mass appears to increase resilience to climate change. The impact of heat gains on the period of time for which even thermally heavyweight spaces remain comfortable is however quite marked; a gain of just 10W/m² reduces the period of acceptable overheating risk by around 50 years (Fig. 14). With a larger opening area (1.6% of floor area) the ANV space has much greater resilience to future temperatures, and with daytime gains of 31W/m² the space retains a low risk of overheating in a typical year until 2051; 25 years longer than the space with only 1% of free opening area.

From these results we can observe that new hospitals built using the ANV approach will be much more resilient to climate change than hospitals built using the SNV approach and that investing in larger stacks and shafts (larger free area of opening) can extend the

---

20 Although not reproduced here, there were only three cases where the classification of a result differed depending on whether the 130 h or the 130°C h criterion was used to assess the ANV cases. In all three cases the 130 h criterion was failed and the 130°C h criterion passed. The results presented here would thus be broadly the same irrespective of the criterion used.
period before overheating risks are unacceptable by around 25 years. Put another way, the date at which major renovation is required, for example to fit supporting mechanical cooling, can be delayed by 25 years. However, control of internal heat gains is needed as this has a marked impact on the period of time for which ANV buildings will remain acceptably comfortable in the London area.

In the Manchester area all the spaces with SNV and the standard heat gains (21W/m\(^2\) in the day) retain a low risk of overheating in a typical year right through to 2080 or so, and so too do the ANV spaces (Fig. 14). The ANV design with the larger area of opening (1.6% floor area) have a low overheating risk until 2080 and beyond even with internal gains up to 31W/m\(^2\) in the daytime and with 41 W/m\(^2\) in the daytime the risks remain acceptable in a typical year until about 2073 (Fig. 14). The period of time for which the overheating risk remained acceptable decreased by about 40 years for each 10 W/m\(^2\) of additional heat gain; i.e. less than in the London region. The corollary to these observations is that the period of acceptable performance (with regard to elevated internal temperatures) can be extended by reducing the heat input to high heat gain spaces.

Extending this form of analysis it would be possible to set out recommendations for the design of naturally ventilated hospital wards that is sensitive to location and to current and anticipated internal heat gains. However, as far as the authors can tell, the heat gains associated with the equipment used in the care of patients is unknown, and this would seem to be an area in need of attention. The implications for patient well-being, the direct emission of CO\(_2\), and costs (e.g. of earlier refurbishment using mechanical cooling), of not being aware of, and failing to control, equipment gains seem rather profound. However, the ANV strategy does enable mechanical systems to be integrated relatively easily, to create a hybrid ventilation strategy, which can extend the useful life of the building further still.

9. Phase 5: comparison of energy demands and CO\(_2\) emissions for the ANV and alternative ventilation strategies

The ANV strategy is more resilient to climate change and to increases in internal heat gain, than other simpler natural ventilation strategies. It is important, however, to ascertain whether the strategy will contribute to mitigating climate change and to helping the NHS meet its energy demand targets for new build and refurbishment: 35–55 GJ/100 m\(^3\) and 55–65 GJ/100 m\(^3\) respectively. Therefore, predictions were made of the likely energy demands for heating and ventilation and for lights and appliances (at 15 W/m\(^2\) during the day) and from these the delivered energy and hence the CO\(_2\) emissions\(^{21}\) were calculated. Predictions were made for typical current London weather (LonTRY05) conditions and in one case for typical 2080 London data (LonA2TRY80).

The basic ANV ward room (i.e. 2.24m\(^2\) of shaded low-emissivity south-facing glazing, openings equivalent to 1% floor area, intermittent stack fan operation) with the standard internal heat gains profile was used in the simulations. A suitable operating algorithm for the louvers that control the flow of air into and out of the space had to be devised because energy use, rather than summertime peak temperatures, was the focus. True feedback from sensors cannot be modelled in most simulation systems (e.g. from CO\(_2\) and temperature sensors) and there are limited control options available. After some experimentation, louver operating regimes based on external ambient temperature were used in which the inlet and outlet louvers were open by a fixed amount for ambient (outside) dry bulb temperatures below 15°C.

\(^{21}\) Conversion coefficients from HTM07-02 [15] were used to determine the CO\(_2\) emissions (see Table 5).
and by 100% for ambient dry bulb temperatures above 22°C; a linear ramp function was used between 15°C and 22°C. Two cases were modelled:

- Case 1a—the louvers were open 25% below 15°C to produce a winter air-flow rate of 40–50 l/s (i.e. 1.5–2.3 ach\(^{-1}\)); and
- Case 1b—louvers were open only 8% below 15°C to produce a winter air-flow rate of 10–20 l/s (i.e. the minimum fresh air rate for one to 2 persons, equivalent to 0.38–0.75 ach\(^{-1}\)).

The boiler was assumed to have an overall efficiency of 60% and the stack fan was assumed to be efficient (2 W/l/s, as recommended in HTM03-01).

A ‘conventional’ mechanically ventilated (MV) ward room with no mechanical cooling was used as a comparator because simple naturally ventilation is unable to deliver acceptable internal temperatures in the current London weather conditions. An air-conditioned alternative was not used because, as noted in HTM03-01, “owing to capital and running cost, full air-conditioning is only used in essential areas”. The same geometry, heat gains and heating set point as used in the Phases 3 and 4 were used (2.6 m\(^2\) of south-facing, solar-control glass, with the same standard heat gains profile and heating set point as in the ANV room). The MV system was assumed to deliver 6ach\(^{-1}\) (HTM03-01, appendix table) via a full-fresh air system that incorporated an air-handling unit with a heat exchanger of either:

- Case 2a—50% efficiency; or
- Case 2b—70% efficiency.

These cover the range of efficiencies found in well-maintained premises with 70% representing very good in-use performance; but much lower in-use efficiencies are not uncommon [51]. The heat exchanger had a by-pass for summer conditions.

Looking at the energy demand predictions (Table 5, col. 1) it is evident that the ANV cases require much the same, or less, heating energy input than the MV cases, despite these spaces having efficient heat recovery. In the well-controlled ANV space which delivers the minimum required fresh air in winter (Case 1b), the space heating energy demand is very low (less than half that assumed for lights and appliances). The higher heating energy demand for the less well-controlled space indicates the importance of ventilation control in ANV buildings (because they have no heat recovery device). In the MV spaces a very efficient heat recovery device is crucial to achieving low heating energy demands (Table 5, col. 1). The very small energy demand of the small, intermittently operated, fans in the ANV stacks is notable.

Turning to the calculated delivered energy figures (Table 5, col.4) it is evident that the electricity needed to power the fans, even though efficient fans were assumed, is substantial for both MV cases (2a and 2b). As a consequence, the delivered energy to the MV spaces was above the lower bound DoH target of 35 GJ/100m\(^3\) for new build and with a lower efficiency heat exchanger almost exceeds the upper bound of 55 GJ/100 m\(^3\). In contrast both ANV spaces were comfortably below this target. All the modelled cases met the upper bound target for refurbishment of 65 GJ/100 m\(^3\). It would seem that the new-build targets are difficult to meet with ‘conventional’ MV systems even if good system design and plant maintenance is achieved whereas the ANV approach easily met the target and is also resilient to sub-optimal control.

\(^{22}\) Without such control, winter-time ventilation rates exceeded 9ach\(^{1}\), resulting in very high heating energy demands.
In the UK, most existing buildings are pertinent generic value, i.e. more disaggregated approach to usage is largely out of the hands of the managers of health care facilities. A more intensive both of itself priority, and quite rightly so. areas set buildings on complex because the space composition of hospitals might differ markedly, and even sized wind turbines, etc. contribution in impact of electricity usage and point up emissions not delivered primary reason that the DoH wishes and night, 365 the MV space exceed those for typical air emissions. Because the DoH sets targets based on delivered energy, there is no policy target against which to compare CO₂ emissions. But it is perhaps worth noting that the figures for the MV space exceed those for typical air-conditioned offices, but hospitals are occupied day and night, 365 days/year. This does prompt the obvious point that if climate change is the primary reason that the DoH wishes to set targets, the targets ought to be set in terms of CO₂ emissions not delivered energy. This would have the effect of correctly representing the impact of electricity usage and point up the true implications of increased use of technology in care programmes. And it would also properly reflect the climate change mitigation contribution of electricity saving technologies, such as combined heat and power, medium sized wind turbines, etc.

Finally, we might question the use of a blanket target for all the spaces in a hospital complex because the space composition of hospitals might differ markedly, and even buildings on the same site might fulfil very different functions. It might be quite reasonable to set low CO₂ emission targets for buildings that fulfil largely administrative functions, but in areas where life threatening medical procedures are undertaken, CO₂ targets might have a low priority, and quite rightly so. (The equipment used in such areas might be very energy intensive both of itself and because it needs to be in a conditioned space but such energy usage is largely out of the hands of the managers of health care; facilities.) A more disaggregated approach to setting CO₂ targets in health care facilities would however require more discriminatory energy metering, but the need for this is beginning to be recognised.

10. Discussion

In reflecting on the work undertaken, it is most useful to focus on aspects that have generic value, i.e. beyond the confines of healthcare buildings, and which are especially pertinent when investigating the resilience of existing and new buildings to climate change. In the UK, most existing buildings are naturally ventilated, and there are merits in retaining
these as they invariably produce lower CO₂ emissions than mechanically conditioned spaces; as the research reported here demonstrates. Climate warming could easily provoke an upsurge in the use of air-conditioning and to counter this, robust, credible and easily applicable methods of assessing the resilience of new and refurbished buildings to climate change are needed. Central to such methods are a procedure for determining the future risk of overheating and the setting of criteria for determining when temperatures are unacceptably high.

The new BSEN15251 standard has been shown to provide a basis for calculating the risk of overheating, which, unlike other methods, may account of human adaptation to climatic warming and the adaptive capabilities of different ‘categories’ of people. A criterion for determining if the overheating risk as calculated by the adaptive method is, or is not, acceptable has been proposed. This was developed by correlating the overheating risk predicted by the adaptive method with the risk predicted by the prevailing non-adaptive methods in the current climate. Whilst this approach has some merit it does raise some questions. Is the criterion devised widely applicable or only applicable to the particular group of naturally ventilated buildings studied here? How should a criterion be developed for other types of space—the current method would have the peculiar effect of producing an apparently more stringent criterion for category II spaces (normal occupancy) then category I spaces (sensitive and fragile occupants)? To what extent is the criterion affected by the choice of weather data (the BS EN 152521 standard does not define the weather data to be used) and how can the method be used with the emerging UKCIP08 probabilistic approach to describing the future climate? This adaptive standard, and the current ASHRAE Standard 55 ‘alternative’ method [47], are constrained to spaces that are (or in BSEN15251 also ‘can be’) regulated by occupants by opening and closing windows. ANV spaces are free-floating and naturally ventilated but occupant control may not be needed, and in some variants may even be undesirable, one wonders if this restriction is appropriate, especially given the imperative to combat climate change?

The BSEN15251 method does not offer a way of assessing the risk of nighttime overheating, and a way of doing this could be important in the future as the frequency and intensity of heat waves increases. Current evidence suggests that our tolerance of elevated temperatures is reduced at night (the CIBSE use a 26°C threshold at night rather than the 28°C threshold used in the day) and, of course, individuals’ adaptive opportunity is diminished: the operation of windows will disrupt sleep, there is no solar gain at night for blinds and shading to ameliorate, and clothing is already minimal. As noted in the preceding text, it might be that the juxtaposition of successive nights of elevated temperatures is important (rather than the accumulated instances of isolated nights each with a small number of warm hours). Such matters require further research before the appropriateness of otherwise of an adaptive (BSEN51215-type) approach can be judged.

The simulation analyses undertaken using the current UK climatic data showed clearly that the internal temperatures in the SNV spaces were very sensitive to the area of ventilation opening provided and also sensitive, but less so, to the glazing type and orientation. However, even with a relatively large opening aperture, equivalent to 4.8% of the floor area of the space, and low heat gains (21 W/m² day and 4 W/m² night), the SNV strategy with unshaded low-emissivity glazing was unable to maintain an acceptably low overheating risk in the London area. The north-facing, low-e glazed space only marginally exceeded the threshold defining unacceptable overheating and the north and south-facing spaces with solar control

---

23 Because for any space there will be more hours over the lower category I temperature limit than the higher category II limit (see Fig. 5).
glazing did not exceed the threshold: so designers might be tempted to use such SNV designs, especially, on north-facing elevations. However, this would not be wise as the all these SNV spaces studied were sensitive to additional heat gains, with an additional gain of just 10 W/m² (i.e. 31 W/m² in the day) increasing the number of hours over 28°C by over 30h (cf. maximum permissible by HTM03-01 of 50h) even on the north-facing elevations. Clearly, any reduction in the free area available for ventilation, especially at night, will also adversely affect performance. These results would suggest that SNV is not a viable strategy for any type of space in the London region and, in fact, it suggests that many such buildings are currently likely to be experiencing unacceptably high summertime temperatures.

Moving further north, to cooler parts of the UK, the predicted risk of overheating in SNV buildings in today’s climate gradually diminishes as does the sensitivity of temperatures to additional internal heat gains. Thus north-facing SNV spaces have a low overheating risk up to gains of 31 W/m² in Birmingham and up to 41 W/m² at more northerly latitudes. South-facing spaces with a restricted area of opening (2.4% of the floor area) are only acceptable for gains up to 21 W/m² in Birmingham and Manchester. One must conclude therefore, that even at these more northerly latitudes, care over the design of SNV spaces is needed and analysis is required to test whether or not a design proposition will or will not be deemed comfortable. These analyses must correctly model nighttime window operation—it may simply not be possible to leave windows open at night in many locations.

Turning to the ANV design, the risk of overheating was always less than for an SNV space with the same heat gains and location. Although the risk of overheating is very sensitive to the free area of the ventilation openings, they can be much smaller than those necessary in SNV spaces (for the spaces studied, which had quite low heat gains, just 1.6% of the floor area of the space or less). Also, the sensitivity to additional internal heat gains was much less, for example, in London the additional overheating risk is just 42h for an additional gain of 10 W/m² compared to an increased risk of over 235h for the (similarly south-facing) SNV space studied. The greater resilience occurs for two reasons, firstly, because the ventilation rate in buoyancy-driven systems ‘automatically’ adjusts in line with the prevailing inside-to-outside temperature difference and secondly because the ventilation apertures are automatically controlled. The first of these has three useful influences: (i) when the ambient temperature approaches, or is higher than, the temperature inside the building, the ventilation rate diminishes, thus preventing the space being heated by the ambient air; (ii) as the internal heat gains increase, threatening to warm the interior, the ventilation rate will increase, thereby reducing their impact; and (iii) when the ambient temperatures are less than those inside the space such as at night, large ventilation rates are generated through the exhaust stack. The automatic control of the apertures ensures that nighttime ventilation will always occur when needed. In contrast, the ventilation rates in an SNV space are only loosely coupled with the inside-to-outside temperature difference, being much more heavily influenced by wind speed and direction. Thus they are particularly vulnerable to overheating, firstly because of undesirable ventilation when it is hotter outside than in, and secondly because on still days, even those when it is cooler outside than in, ventilation can be poor.

In the ANV buildings, just as in the SNV buildings, both the risk of overheating in the current climate, and the additional risk brought by additional internal gains decreased as the weather became cooler. Thus the ANV strategy offered an acceptably low overheating risk, even on south-facing facades, up to 31 W/m² in London and up to 41 W/m² in cooler areas. However, as the climate warms, the risk of overheating increases. The period of time before the overheating risk becomes unacceptable, i.e. the life-expectancy of the building, decreases

24 But in the design reported here is maintained by the fan at the minimum required for fresh air provision only.
with heat gains and the current warmth of the locality. Thus, although an ANV space with gains of 31 W/m² is comfortable now in London, the life-expectancy is short - just 15 or so years for a design with just 1% free opening area; this can be extended to 40 years by enlarging the opening. In Manchester the life-expectancy with the same gains is over 75 years, even with the smaller opening area.

It should be clear from this discussion that, in designing naturally ventilated spaces, it is crucial to consider the impact of likely climatic warming, and to progress without doing so, particularly for buildings in the warmer parts of the UK, would be unwise. To promote such an approach, design guidelines and analysis methods need to be developed and fortunately some of the building blocks are being put in place: the Technical Memorandum TM36, which raises awareness of the issue; BS EN15251 and similar adaptive approaches to thermal comfort, such as ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55; the recent release by CIBSE of future weather years [43]; and the development of more rigorous approaches to designing for future uncertainly, such as methods based on the forthcoming UKCIP08 probabilistic weather data.

However, no matter what simulation strategy is used, because of the global warming we have experienced, that we know is bound to occur, and that might occur in the future, natural ventilation designs will need to be much more carefully tailored to location, orientation, window opening opportunity (both in the day and at night), occupants - especially their adaptive capacity, internal heat gains, and the design life-expectancy of the building. Such a carefully considered approach to design simulation is important for all building types but for some, such as health care buildings, it is critically important and the present 'state of the art' needs much improvement. Failure to grapple effectively with this challenge could exacerbate global warming (through the use of air-conditioning) and/or lead to socially unacceptable consequences in the more intense and frequent heat waves of the future.

11. Conclusions
11.1. Assessing overheating risk

1. Naturally ventilated buildings have a key role to play in mitigating climate change because they tend to precipitate lower CO₂ emissions than mechanically ventilated alternatives; as has been demonstrated in this paper. However, climate change has the potential to tip naturally ventilated buildings that currently have a low risk of overheating into a position where the risk will be deemed unacceptable at some point within the coming century. Therefore, the resilience of naturally ventilated buildings to climate change should be assessed as an integral part of any new-build or refurbishment design process.

2. Alternative existing methods that might enable overheating risk in naturally ventilated spaces subject to future warmer climatic conditions to be quantified have been evaluated. The new BSEN15251 adaptive method enables the possible adaptation of individuals to the warming climate to be accounted for. However, no overheating risk assessment criterion and associated current or future weather data has hitherto been proposed for use in association with the method.

3. A simple regression method has been used to develop an overheating risk assessment criterion for use with the BSEN15251 method. For health-care spaces (i.e. Category I) an adaptive overheating criterion that “there should be no more than 130 h or 130°C.h for which the dry-resultant temperature exceeds the BSEN15251 upper temperature limit” is tentatively

---

25 So designers do not need to construct their own, as the authors of this paper did.
proposed. For the spaces studied, this criterion provides daytime overheating risk assessments for the current climate that is compatible with the assessment provided by the HTM03-01 method.

4. Current guidance specific to the design of naturally ventilated spaces in health care buildings is inadequate. The guidance in Heath Technical Memorandum HTM03-01 is unconvincing and does not properly define the method by which overheating risk should be determined; herein the number of hours for which the dry-resultant temperature exceeds 28°C is used. HTM03-01 offers no method for assessing the risks of elevated nighttime temperatures. A more thorough treatment of these topics, which covers both adaptation to, and mitigation of, climate change is needed to support design teams pursuing natural ventilation strategies.

5. The risk of elevated nighttime temperatures is an important component of any analysis process that seeks to assess the impact of heat waves on health and well-being. This is especially so when analysing the performance of residential spaces such as hospital wards. The CIBSE method, of counting the number of nighttime hours for which the dry-resultant temperature exceeds 26°C in a design summer year (DSY), was used herein to quantify the risk of nighttime overheating. The appropriate-ness of this approach is discussed, in particular the use of the DSY. It is suggested that more work is needed to understand the impact of elevated nighttime temperatures on sleep and the extent to which different individuals might adapt to such temperatures. This would enable a more credible method of assessing nighttime overheating risk to be developed.

11.2. Simple natural ventilation and overheating risk in the current climate

6. Simulations using the current DSY weather data for the London region indicated that in spaces with clear glazing and no external shading, simple single-sided natural ventilation was unable to control the risk of daytime or nighttime overheating to acceptable levels. With solar-control glazing, and low internal heat gains (21 W/m² day and 4 W/m² night 26) the risk of overheating in north-facing spaces, both during the day and at night, was reduced to acceptable levels. However, even a modest increase in internal heat gains (to 31 W/m² in the daytime) resulted in unacceptable overheating risk even in these spaces. It is concluded therefore that even in today’s climate, and without consideration of urban heat island effects, SNV is unlikely to offer a robust temperature control strategy for buildings located in the London environs.

7. Heat gains of just 31 W/m² in the day resulted in an unacceptable overheating risk in south-facing SNV spaces without external shading in Birmingham, Manchester (and London), even those with solar-controlled glazing and modest window areas (10% of the floor area of the space). In Edinburgh such south-facing spaces retained a low overheating risk up to daytime heat gains of 41 W/ m². In north-facing rooms with daytime gains of 41 W/m², the risk of overheating remained low for all the locations studied except London. Thus in many areas of England (i.e. those warmer than Manchester), south-facing spaces which are conditioned using SNV, even those with relatively modest internal heat gains, may already be experiencing levels of overheating that would be deemed unacceptable in a new building. Retrofitting with solar- control glass, but no external shading, is unlikely to provide a robust long-term remedial measure.

26 From here on in the conclusions section, only the daytime heat gains will be quoted, the nighttime gains were always exactly 17 W/m² less.
11.3. ANV design and overheating risk in the current climate

8. An evolved edge-in, edge-out advanced natural ventilation strategy has been examined. The strategy can be implemented in new buildings or as a facade refurbishment strategy. The strategy can be effected without invading the building’s floor plate or substantially altering to the internal geometry of the parent building by locating stacks around the building’s perimeter. By also incorporating air-supply shafts, the strategy offers a ready up-grade path by which mechanical cooling can be introduced to some, or all, perimeter spaces; for example to combat increased internal heat gains or rising outdoor temperatures. The perimeter spaces can have operable or sealed windows, but operability could reduce the risk of nighttime overheating. The strategy could be used as a climate adaptation measure in many types of building but they must be under a certain height. The relationship of this height to the plan depth of the perimeter spaces has been elucidated.

9. In buildings where reverse air-flow must be avoided, or where even brief periods with low ventilation rates are unwelcomed, it is prudent to include a fan in the exhaust stack from each space. When controlled purely to prevent such effects, and not for the purpose of general ventilation, the fans can also help to reduce peak summertime temperatures but will use minimal electrical energy and have extremely small associated CO$_2$ emissions.

10. The nighttime ventilation cooling of spaces is often thought to be incompatible with the comfortable occupation of spaces during the evening and night. It has been shown however, that provided that the nighttime ventilation rates are adequate, maintaining nighttime temperatures up to about 20°C has little impact on the risk of daytime overheating (i.e. the occurrence of temperatures over 28°C on the following day).

11. The risk of overheating in the ANV spaces was sensitive to the free-area provided for the ventilation air. A free area of 1 - 1.6% of the floor area of the space was however adequate to control the risk of overheating in today’s climate for all the UK locations studied provided the daytime heat gains were 31 W/m$^2$ or less. This is a much smaller area, by a factor of 3 - 5, than the free area of window opening needed in SNV spaces and yet provides superior temperature control.

12. In the ANV space with low-heat gains, the overheating risk in the London region increased notably if a light weight (false) ceiling, rather than a thermally massive (concrete) ceiling, was used; but the overheating risk would still be acceptably low in today’s climate.

13. The ANV spaces were much more resilient to increases in internal heat gain than the SNV spaces. For example, an increase in gains from 31 to 41 W/m$^2$ in the day increased the risk of overheating in south-facing ANV spaces by less than 50h at all four of the locations studied. In the SNV spaces the corresponding increase was around 200h in Birmingham and Manchester and over 500h in London. Consequently, the risk of overheating in ANV buildings remained acceptably low\(^{27}\) in all locations except London even with daytime heat gains of 41 W/m$^2$.

14. Simulations using current and future typical weather data and the adaptive overheating risk criterion indicate that a building’s life-expectancy, i.e. the time before the overheating risk becomes unacceptably high, depends on the location, internal heat gains and the ventilation area. The predicted life-expectancy in the London area was around 45 years (i.e. until 2050) for a gain of 31W/m$^2$ and 1.6% free area, and exceeded 75 years for gains of just 21 W/m$^2$. In contrast the south-facing SNV spaces were at risk of overheating even in

\(^{27}\) In Birmingham provided the ventilation area exceeds 1% of the floor area.
today’s climate. Reducing the ventilation area from 1.6 to 1% of the floor area reduced the life-expectancy by 25 years.

15. The simulations suggest that refurbishment of an overheating building using ANV rather than SNV will result in much greater resilience to future climate change (and to increases in internal heat gains). The strategy also offers a route to up-grading to a hybrid strategy via the introduction of cooled air through the perimeter shafts; the SNV strategy cannot offer this.

11.4. Impact of internal heat gains

16. Controlling internal heat gains is an important component of climate change adaptation strategies. It has been shown that, even in well-designed and well-controlled passively ventilated and cooled spaces, additional gains of just 10 W/m² (day and night) can reduce the time-frame for which spaces in central and south east England will retain an acceptably low overheating risk by 40 to 50 years depending on location. In the SE of England, spaces that might otherwise remain comfortable until around 2070 could suffer unacceptable overheating within just 15 years. Thus, in a warming world, internal gains can have a substantial impact on a building’s life-expectancy.

17. In well-designed naturally conditioned spaces, the CO₂ emissions associated with even a modest internal electrical load (15 W/m²) can represent as much as 60% of all the emissions and this fraction increases as the climate warms and heating energy use declines. Controlling internal electrical loads thus has an important, and increasing, role to play in mitigating climate change.

18. There seems to be very little information available about the internal heat gains generated in hospital spaces of different type. These could vary substantially depending on patients’ care programmes. Work to gather such information is necessary to enable the design of robust and optimal low-energy design solutions.

11.5. Mitigating climate change

19. The predicted energy use of conventional mechanically ventilated spaces exceeded the NHS targets for new-build due, in part, to the electrical energy consumed by the fans. In contrast, the ANV spaces met the targets comfortably. This suggests that natural ventilation should play a crucial role in new-build projects if the NHS is to meet its energy use targets. Both the MV and ANV strategies could meet the target for refurbishment projects.

20. The estimated CO₂ emissions of the typical MV space were twice those of the well-controlled ANV space, by modulating of the fans in the MV space the CO₂ emissions might be more comparable to those in the ANV space.

21. It is suggested that if climate change mitigation is the principal driver for establishing NHS policy targets these ought to be couched in terms of CO₂ emissions rather than delivered energy. This would highlight the need to rigorously control electrical energy use to control the use of electrical equipment and thus limit internal heat gains.

22. For design purposes, rather than post-occupancy energy management, targets might usefully be set on a space-by-space, rather than whole hospital, basis: the period of occupancy, the precision required over internal conditions, the level of internal heat gains, and the control that can be exercised over energy using equipment, all differ markedly with
the function performed by hospital spaces. The targets might be lower and more rigorously enforced for some (less life-critical) spaces than for others.
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Appendix A. Some geometrical consideration related to the evolved edge-in edge-out ANV strategy

As noted in the forgoing text and as shown in Fig. 2, the cluster of stacks and shafts on a facade can occupy a relatively large area. This area is limited by the total external wall area available and the need also to provide windows. The proportion of a room’s external wall width covered depends on the number of shafts and stacks and also on their size.

As is evident from Fig. 2, there is one shaft and one stack per floor of the building (N) running past each room, i.e. a direct linear relationship. Thus as the building height increases so does the number of stacks and shafts and the width of facade occupied.

The free area of stack and shaft inlets and outlets is often expressed as a percentage, or fraction (F) of the floor area served, where F will, typically, be around 0.005–0.015 (i.e. 0.5–1.5% of floor area, see [33]). If the shafts and stacks are not to constrict air-flow unduly they must have a cross-sectional area equal to, or greater than, that of the inlets and outlets, F.

Although the F-values look small, the size of the stacks/shafts nevertheless becomes a major design determinant and they begin to dominate the facade when rooms are narrow and deep and as building height increases (see Fig. 2 for example, in which the rooms are twice as deep as they are wide and there are 3 floors to the building).

In a space of width \(W\), and depth \(nW\), where \(n\) is the aspect ratio (depth/W), the cross-sectional area of one stack/shaft, \(A_s\), is given by:

\[
A_s = F \cdot n \cdot W^2 \quad (m^2)
\]

If the stacks/shafts are square in section, then the minimum side length, \(l\) (i.e. excluding for now any insulation and cladding, which can bulk up the stacks/shafts quite considerably) is given by:

\[
l = \sqrt{F \cdot n \cdot W^2} \quad (m) \tag{1}
\]

For a building of \(N\) storeys the total width is thus:

\[
L = N \cdot \sqrt{F \cdot n \cdot W^2} \quad (m)
\]

And the percentage of the room width occupied by shafts and stacks (\(P\)) is given by:

\[
P = N \cdot \sqrt{F \cdot n} \times 100\%
\]

As an example, the ward in Fig. 2 is 7.2m deep and 3.6m wide, i.e. \(n\) is 2. If the stacks/shafts are sized to provide free areas of 1% floor area (\(F = 0.01\)) then the width of each square stack/shaft (\(l\)) is about 0.5 m (Eq. (1)). The building had three floors (\(N\)) and so the total width is 1.5 m, which expressed as a percentage (\(P\)) of the facade width (Eq. (2)) is about 42%. If the shafts and stacks were sized to give a free cross-sectional area of 1.6% of the floor area this value would increase a little to 54%. The impression of the facade created in Fig. 2 is thus realistic.

The general relationship between the percentage of the facade width occupied by stacks and shafts (\(P\)) and the aspect ratio of the rooms (\(n\)), for shafts and stacks of 0.5%, 0.75%, 1.0%, 1.5% or 2.0% of the floor area of perimeters rooms and buildings with up to 7 storeys (\(N\)) is shown in Fig. A1. For buildings which have a different number of storeys from those plotted, linear interpolation, between and beyond the graphs drawn (i.e. vertically in the figure) provides a precise result for \(P\). The figure clearly shows that for rooms that are twice as deep as they are wide, e.g. those shown in Fig. 2, shafts and stacks with a free area equal to
1% of the room floor area would cover virtually the entire facade of a seven storey building (top right hand corner of the graph).

The purpose of the graph is to enable architects and others to quickly generating an impression of the impact that the evolved edge-in edge-out strategy will have on the appearance of a building’s facade. Most importantly, the figure can be used to gauge whether or not there is sufficient space on a building’s facade to locate adequately sized windows.

It is worth reiterating that the equations above assume the stacks and shafts to be square and no allowance has been made for insulation. The use of rectangular section stacks and shafts, where the narrower dimension is adjacent to the wall of the room (and facing the exterior) would result in them occupying less of the facade (but the transition from each shaft to the room inlet and from the room outlet into each stack would need to be considered carefully to avoid restricting the free areas).

Finally, it is worth noting that these equations apply equally well to the other generic forms of the ANV strategy which have perimeter stacks, i.e. the centre-in, edge-out and edge-in, edge-out strategies as depicted in Fig. 1. The accumulated width of the exhaust stacks will limit the height of the building over which these strategies can be applied, even if there are no perimeter supply shafts. However the lack of such shafts can free up facade space on lower floors which might then be given larger windows (for example, to combat any reduced daylight availability).
Appendix B. The BSEN15251 Standard calculation method and an example application using the London DSY05 weather data

For free-running buildings the BSEN15251 Standard [40] provides a method of assessing thermal comfort in which the allowable maximum and minimum operative temperatures \((T_{\text{imax}}\) and \(T_{\text{imin}}\)) depend on the running mean of the outdoor temperature according to the equation:

\[
T_{\text{imax}} = 0.33T_{\text{rm}} + 18.8 + X \quad \text{°C} \quad \text{for} \ 10^\circ\text{C} < T_{\text{rm}} < 30^\circ\text{C} \\
T_{\text{imin}} = 0.33T_{\text{rm}} + 18.8 - X \quad \text{°C} \quad \text{for} \ 15^\circ\text{C} < T_{\text{rm}} < 30^\circ\text{C}
\]

where \(T_i\) is the limit value of the operative temperature, \(T_{\text{rm}}\) is the running mean daily outdoor temperature, and \(X\) varies with the space category, being 2 K, 3 K or 4 K for Cat I, Cat II or Cat III respectively. The slope of the relationship is 0.33, which means that the temperature limits rise by 1/3rd of the increase in the running mean temperature.

The running mean temperature is given by:

\[
T_{\text{rm}} \ (1 - \alpha)(T_{\text{ed}}_{-1} + \alpha T_{\text{ed}}_{-2} + \alpha^2 T_{\text{ed}}_{-3} \ldots \ldots) \\
\text{which simplifies to:} \quad T_{\text{rm}} = (1 - \alpha)T_{\text{ed}}_{-1} + \alpha T_{\text{rm}}_{-1}
\]

where a is 0.8 and \(T_{\text{ed}}_{-1}\) is the daily mean external temperature for the previous day, \(T_{\text{ed}}_{-2}\) is the daily mean external temperature for the day before yesterday, etc., and \(T_{\text{rm}}\) is the running mean temperature for today.

Note that the running mean temperature for today does not include today’s actual mean temperature and that the running mean weights the previous days temperature highly, the temperature of the day before less highly and so on—thermal experience depends on the previous day’s temperatures, to a lesser extent on the temperature the day before that and so on. This means that changes in the temperature limits lag behind changes in ambient temperature.

Because the limit values for the internal operative temperature vary with the time of year, as well as the geographical location, it is more difficult to grasp the implications for building design than when using fixed (CIBSE or HTM03) criteria. This said, the limits can easily be calculated for a given weather year and this only has to be done once. By way of illustration the running mean temperature for the London DSY (LonDSY05) and the maximum limit of the operative temperature for a Category I space are shown in Fig. B1.

It can be seen, of course, that the running mean temperature is less variable than the daily mean temperature and that the peaks lag by a day or two. The highest running mean temperature is 22.1°C on July 23rd, one day behind the hottest day, which had an average temperature of 26.5°C (and a peak temperature over 33.5°C). The maximum limit value of the indoor operative temperature is 28.1°C; which is very similar to the threshold values used in the CIBSE and HTM03-01 overheating criteria (i.e. 28°C dry-resultant and dry-bulb temperature, respectively). For a Cat II space such as a nurse’s station, office, consulting room, etc., the maximum limit value will be 1 K higher at 29.1°C. We might conclude

\[\text{28 The standard suggests that beyond the range of running mean temperatures for which the adaptive standard applies, i.e. below 10°C and above 30°C (see Fig. 5) the allowable temperatures should be those specified for conditioned buildings. In the CIBSE guide the range of winter operative temperatures for hospital wards is given as 22–24°C. The graph (Fig. B1) uses the 24°C value as this avoids a discontinuity in the plot. Such a discontinuity would arise for Cat II and Cat III spaces. Such issues will become clarified with the wider practical application of the standard.}\]
therefore, that our assessment of the overheating risk in ward rooms using the London DSY05 will change little whether we use the BSEN15251 Standard or the HTM03-01 or CIBSE criteria. This observation is helpful in the context of this paper. However, the wider implications of using the BSEN15251 Standard for designing different types of NV buildings, in different locations in the UK, does need more thorough consideration.
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Table 1: Characteristics of different simple and advanced ventilation strategies (adapted from [32])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple natural ventilation (SNV)</th>
<th>Advanced natural ventilation (ANV)</th>
<th>Centre-in centre-out (C-C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single sided</td>
<td>Cross flow</td>
<td>Edge-in edge-out (E-E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural implications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air inlet object</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust stacks</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>&gt;2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan depth</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep plan</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor air quality provided</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupant inlet control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement vent, possible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance predictability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection from local environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban noise attenuation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimeter security</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness to climate change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night vent. cooling</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible mech. vent. assist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort cool</td>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>Diff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat recovery</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Such as plenum or lightwell for centre-in strategies or shaft for evolved edge-in strategy.
b Might utilise other feature, such as an exhaust air light well.
c Rules of thumb (e.g. [20]) based on multiples of the floor-to-ceiling height. For single-sided ventilation this is the room depth, but for cross-flow ventilation it is the floor plate width perimeter-to-perimeter.
d With a row of centrally located stacks, exhausting both sides of the building (E-C), or a central air inlet shaft supplying both sides of the building (C-C), the perimeter-to-perimeter depth may be x10.
e Exceeding, about 20m perimeter-to-perimeter.
f Occupant control necessary.
g If mechanically controlled perimeter air inlets are used.
h For example, fan in a stack or a fan pressurised supply.
i However, since the air is exhausted through discrete vertical stacks, heat recovery is possible when a mixed mode variant of the building is operated in mechanical mode.
Table 2: Comparison of temperatures in ward with advanced natural ventilation with those in wards with simple natural ventilation: London DSY05 weather data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vent. Strat.</th>
<th>Ceiling type</th>
<th>Window area</th>
<th>Ventilation area</th>
<th>Window Orient.</th>
<th>Glass type</th>
<th>Total Hours over 28°C</th>
<th>Night Hours Over 28°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNV</td>
<td>LW</td>
<td>5.2 20</td>
<td>0.62&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; 2.4</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Low-e</td>
<td>143 83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.6 10</td>
<td>0.31&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; 1.2</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Solar Control</td>
<td>78 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2 20</td>
<td>1.24&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; 4.8</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Low-e</td>
<td>406 335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.6 10</td>
<td>0.62&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; 2.4</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Solar Control</td>
<td>276 249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.6 10</td>
<td>0.62&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; 2.4</td>
<td>Solar Control</td>
<td>Low-e</td>
<td>332 281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.6 10</td>
<td>0.62&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; 2.4</td>
<td>Solar Control</td>
<td>Low-e</td>
<td>231 224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.24 9</td>
<td>0.06 0.25</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Low-e</td>
<td>253 259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13 0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low-e</td>
<td>73 62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.26 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low-e</td>
<td>15 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.42 1.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low-e</td>
<td>31&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; 24&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shading shows when either the total hours of the night-time hours exceed the criterion limiting value.

- **a** HTMO3-01 criterion limiting value is 50h, values in excess of this are in **bold**.
- **b** For These spaces, the CIBSE criterion limiting value is 35 h, values in excess of this are in **bold**.
- **c** Equivalent to 12% of the window’s area.
- **d** Equivalent to 25% of the window’s area.
- **e** Results for the basic design as described in the Phase 1 work.
Table 3: Comparison of temperatures in ward with advanced natural ventilation with those in wards with simple natural ventilation: additional internal heat gains and different locations – London, Birmingham, Manchester and Edinburgh DSV05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locn. Type</th>
<th>Vent. Type</th>
<th>Vent. Area (m²)</th>
<th>Vent. Area % FA</th>
<th>Win. Orn.</th>
<th>Glass type</th>
<th>Hours over the HTM03-01 and CIBSE thresholds for various internal heat gains</th>
<th>21/4 W/m² ( a )</th>
<th>31/14 W/m² ( b )</th>
<th>41/24 W/m² ( b )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HTM03(^a) CIBSE(^a) HTM03(^b) CIBSE(^b) HTM03(^b) CIBSE(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lcn.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>51 30 97 57 204 101</td>
<td>42 22 75 52 161 88</td>
<td>98 77 400 276 936 576</td>
<td>79 58 314 230 821 534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVN</td>
<td>5.2 4.8</td>
<td>N Low-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>15 21 78 71 271 167</td>
<td>4 12 46 35 91 71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANV</td>
<td>2.24 1.0</td>
<td>S Low-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 4 36 15 65 29</td>
<td>5 1 26 12 55 22</td>
<td>38 23 130 79 353 218</td>
<td>23 18 98 71 301 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.2 4.8</td>
<td>N Low-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 21 17 67 47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 0 18 6 37 24</td>
<td>3 0 12 5 28 17</td>
<td>14 16 126 91 311 205</td>
<td>7 6 85 78 277 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVN</td>
<td>2.4 2.4</td>
<td>S Low-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 6 8 40 45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANV</td>
<td>2.24 1.0</td>
<td>S Low-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2 4.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.24 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVN</td>
<td>5.2 4.8</td>
<td>N Low-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANV</td>
<td>2.24 1.0</td>
<td>S Low-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 3 69</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 40 53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edin.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2 4.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVN</td>
<td>2.4 2.4</td>
<td>S Low-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANV</td>
<td>2.24 1.0</td>
<td>S Low-e</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Italic shoes when hours do not exceed criterion limiting value. **Bold** font shows when hours do exceed criterion limiting value. Shading shows when either the total hours or the night-time hours exceed the criterion limiting value.

\( a \) Heat gains average 21 W/m² in the day and 4 W/m² at night.

\( b \) Extra 10W/m² or 20 W/m² day and night.

\( c \) Total hours over the HTM03-01 threshold of 28°C.

\( d \) Night-time hours over CIBSE threshold of 26°C.
Table 4: Number of hours over the BSEN15251 limits, for 2020, 2050 and 2080: London A2TRY (top) and Manchester A2TRY (bottom)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Built Form</th>
<th>Heat Gains W/m² day/night</th>
<th>Weather Data</th>
<th>Hours over derived adaptive criterion in year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW</td>
<td>5.2 4.9 N Low-e S.C.</td>
<td>London TRY</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>1.0 21/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW</td>
<td>1.0 21/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Italics show when hours do not exceed 130h. **Bold** and **shading** shows when hours do exceed 130h.
Table 5: Predicted energy demands, estimated energy delivered (used) and carbon emissions: typical climate data for London (LonTRY05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case and year</th>
<th>Space conditioning</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Demanded (MWh)</th>
<th>Delivered</th>
<th>Emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MWh</td>
<td>GJ</td>
<td>GJ/100 m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a 2005</td>
<td>ANV Winter 40-50 l/s ventilation</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>20.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lights and appliances</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b 2005</td>
<td>ANV Winter 10-20 l/s ventilation</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lights and appliances</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a 2005</td>
<td>MV, 6 acht⁻¹, heat exchange 50% efficient</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>38.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lights and appliances</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>59.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b 2005</td>
<td>MV, 6 acht⁻¹, heat exchange 70% efficient</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>19.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lights and appliances</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>39.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a 2010</td>
<td>ANV Winter 40-50 l/s ventilation</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>12.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lights and appliances</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>21.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Column number notes: [1] heating demand as predicted. For MV cases, heat recovery efficiency assumed at 50% (case 2a) or 70% (case 2b), ventilation based on a 2W/l/s with 155.5l/s flow (6ach⁻¹). For ANV cases no cooling or heat recovery. Case 1a – louvers opened by 25% in winter, producing about 40-50l/s ventilation, case 1b – louvers opened 15% in winter, producing about 10-20 l/s ventilation. Ventilation by fan in stack as needed, 2 W/l/s. Lighting and appliance loads as specified (average 21W/m² day and 4 W/m² night). [2] Heat efficiency assumed to be 60% and electrical efficiency (ventilation and lights and appliances) 100%. Thus derived from column [1]: heating/0.6; ventilation/1.0; lights and appliances/1.0. [3] Derived from column [2] x 3.6. [4] Using column [3]/(93.3/100), 93.3 m³ is the room volume. [5] The conversion factors from GJ to tonnes of carbon are taken from Table 2 of HTM07-02, ie Elec: [3] x 0.039; Gas: [3] x 0.014. [6] Calculations for kilograms of carbon per meter square of floor area is by [5] x1000/25.92, where 25.92m² is the floor area of the ward space. [7] Using column [6] x44/12 to give kgCO₂/m².
Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the different forms of stack ventilation (after [32]).

Figure 2. Proposed edge-in, edge-out advanced ventilation strategy for ventilating wards is a three storey hospital (source Short and Associates).
Figure 3. Annual number of hours over various ambient dry-bulb temperatures in the 14 CIBSE DSYs published in 2005.

Figure 4. Annual number of hours over various ambient dry-bulb temperatures in the 14 CIBSE TRYs published in 2005.
Figure 5. Relationship between the running mean outdoor temperature and the space category and the temperature thresholds for free-running buildings as presented in BSEN15251 [40]

Figure 6. Schematic of the ANV geometry used in the simulations
Figure 7. Predicted temperatures and ventilation rates (top) and relative humidity and CO2 levels (bottom) during the hottest period in the London Design Summer Year (21–27 July)
Figure 8. Comparison of predicted hours over 28°C and hours over the BS EN 15251 upper bound temperature (Cat I) using current (2005) weather data for Edinburgh, Manchester, Birmingham and London and various ANV and SNV designs.

Figure 9. Comparison of predicted hours over 28°C and degree.hours over the BS EN15251 upper bound temperature (Cat I) using current (2005) weather data for Edinburgh, Manchester, Birmingham and London and various ANV and SNV designs.
Figure 10. Temperatures within the London, Test Reference Year, between mid-June and mid-July and the projected temperatures for the year 2080 (based on an A2 socio-economic development track)

Figure 11. Temperatures within the Manchester 2002 Test Reference Year between mid-June and mid-July and the projected temperatures for 2080 (based on A2 socio-economic development track)
Figure 12. Total hours per year above the stated ambient dry-bulb temperature for the CIBSE 2005 TRY for London and the London 2020, 2050 and 2080 TRYs.

Figure 13. Total hours per year above stated ambient dry-bulb temperature for the CIBSE’05 TRY for Manchester and the Manchester 2020, 2050 and 2080 TRYs.
Figure 14. Period of time for which the overheating risk is acceptable in a typical year - i.e. less than 130 h above the adaptive temperature limit for various SNV and ANV buildings: dark bars London A2TRY, grey bars A2TRY.

Bar extending to the right of 2080 indicates space has less than 130 hours over the adaptive temperature limit even in 2080. Data plotted to nearest 5 years.
Figure A1. Relationship between the percentage of the facade width covered by stacks and shafts and the depth to-width ratio of perimeter spaces for different free-areas of ventilation opening (expressed as a fraction of the floor area of the space, \( F \) and the number of floors in the building, \( N \)). For buildings with a different number of floor from those plotted linear interpolation between and beyond the curves is exact.

Figure B1. The hourly temperatures in the London DSY05, the running mean temperature and the upper limit value of the operative temperature in Category I spaces (BS EN 15251)